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ABSTRACT

Surficial deposits and geologic history,
northern Bear Lake Valley, Idaho
by
George C. Robertson III
Utah State University, 1978
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Q. Oaks, Jr.
Department: Geology
Detailed geologic mapping and subsurface study of late Pleistocene
and Holocene sediments in northern Bear Lake Valley sh= at least
four episodes of deposition of fluvial, marsh, bay, and lacustrine
sediments .

rrcrn oldest to youngest, these are the Ovid, Liberty,

Wardborc, and Lifton episodes.

These episodes are substantially

different than those proposed by previous investigators.

The informal

term Bear Lake Formation is formally redefined here as the Bear Lake
Group, and includes the newly defined Ovid Formation, Liberty Formation,
lanark Formation, and Rainb= Gravel.

The overlying Wardboro Loess,

also defined here, provides a probably age of ll,OOO to 8,000 years B. P .
for widespread post- Wisconsinan deposition of loess in northern Utah
and southern Idaho.
The Ovid Episode began prior to 27,400 years B. P ., d=ing a

warm, dry, climatic interval.

Sediments deposited during the early part

of the Ovid Episode include marsh and bay deposits of the l=er part of
the Ovid Formation in northern Bear Lake Valley , probably similar
deposits of the

lCN~er

part of the lanark Formation west of the Bloomington

xii
Scarp (on the west side of Bear L3ke Valley), and rrarshy deposits beneath

Bear L3ke in southern Bear L3ke Valley.

West-sloping pediJrents at the

north end of Bear L3ke Valley, between Bennington and Georgetown, Idaho,
and old alluvial fans, also rray have formed at this time.

The northern

outlet of the valley was near 5990 feet at this time .
Downfaulting along the Bear L3ke fault zone on the east side of
Bear L3ke Valley, and prol:able eastward tilting affected the central
valley during the Ovid Episode.

At this time, deposition of deep- water

carbonates, beneath Bear L3ke, prol:ably began in southern Bear L3ke
Valley.

Later, cooler- and Jl'Oister clirratic conditions of a Late

Pleistocene glacial interval (Pinedale?) resulted in a shall& extension
of this lake into northern Bear L3ke Valley during the Liberty Episode.
Progradational, shallow-water sand deposits of the Liberty Forrration
show that Bear L3ke attained its =st recent maximum areal extent at
this time.

Simultaneous deposition of the Rainbow Gravel at the entrance

of the Bear River into the valley, near Dingle, Idaho, and of the sandy,
deltaic upper part of the Lanark Fanmation along the west side of the
valley, reflected the increased addition of sediJrents, prol:ably due to
glaciation and higher stream discharges.

The valley outlet was at an

altitude near 5945 feet.
Downcutting of the valley outlet and waning moist clirratic conditions led to exposure of lake beds, increased effectiveness of the wind,
and deposition of the W3.rdboro Loess during the Wardboro Episode.

This

loess prol:ably is correlative with the Niter Loess in Thatcher Basin
(Gem and Gentile valleys, Idaho).

It is slightly =re than 8,000 cl 4

years old, and probably less than 11,000 year old.
Recurrent faulting along the east margin (Bear Lake fault zone)
and west margin (Bloomington Scarp) of the valley at the onset of the

xiii
Lifton Episode led to a brief re- expansion of Bear Lake, and then a
recession southward to its present position near 5923 feet.

During this

time , a series of beach ridges , successively younger southward , and
undifferentiated sediments of marsh , bay , and stream origin , formed in
northern Bear Lake Valley .

The present valley outlet is near 5873

feet .
(175 ):6ges)

INTRODUCTION

General Statement
This report summarizes a detailed investigation of the unconsolidated sediments and geologic features in northern Bear Lake Valley,
in southeastern Idaho (Figure 1).

This area was chosen because the

thick surficial deposits beneath the valley floor have not been studied
in detail.

Little stratigraphic evidence was known frcm previous inves-

tigations.

Infornation in this report is designed to clarify previous

studies of Bear Lake Valley and to determine the sequence of Pleistocene
and Holocene events based on both morphologic and stratigraphic evidence.
PUrpose of Investigation
This investigation was undertaken to determine the relationships of
recent faulting, Pleistocene and Holocene climatic conditions, the drainage history of the Bear River within Bear Lake Valley, and the drainage
history of Bear Lake.
l. )

Specific objectives of this study were to :

Determine the strBtigrephic sequence and map the surficial

deposits in northern Bear Lake Valley.
2.)

Evaluate the effects of Pleistocene climatic changes on sediment

deposition in the valley, and determine the contribution of the Bear
River to Pleistocene and Holocene deposits in Bear Lake Valley.
3.)

Interpret the relationships of Pleistocene climatic changes ,

episodes of downfaulting of the valley, and geologic features (e. g.,
faults, natural dams) that controlled fanner lake levels.
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Location and Accessibility

Bear Lake Valley is located in north-central Utah and southeastern
Idaho (Figure l) .

Bear Lake Valley, in its entirety, is an elongate

valley which extends from the area of Laketown, Utah , northward to the
Georgetown area in southeastern Idaho.

The ITI3.pped area (Figure 2; Plate

l) encompasses approxirrately two-thirds of the valley.

The area extends

from the Utah-Idaho state line northward to the vicinity of Georgetown,
Idaho, and covers about 205 square miles .

Other municipalities located

in the study area include Fish Haven, St . Charles, Bloomington, Paris,
Lanark, Ovid, Liberty, Bern, Bennington, Montpelier, Wardboro, and Dingle.
To the s outh, in Utah, Garden City and Laketown are located, respectively,
on the western and southern shores of Bear Lake .
Bear Lake occupies the southern half of Bear lake Valley, and is
divided nearly equally by the Utah-Idaho boundary .
longitude lll

0

Latitude 42° OO ' N,

20 'W lies near the center of the lake.

Bear Lake is

approxirrately 19 miles long, 7 . 5 miles wide at its widest point near the
state line, has a surface area of approxirrately llO square miles, and a
perimeter of about 48 miles when the lake is at the high-water level
of 5923 feet (McConnell, Clark, and Sigler, 1957; Davidson, 1969 ;
Biesinger, 1973; and Fuller, 1975).
The Bear River, Which originates in the Uinta Mountains to the south,
enters eastern Bear Lake Valley near Dingle, Idaho, and exits northwest
of Georgetown , Idaho .

Prior to construction of diversion dams and

channels in the early 1900 ' s the Bear River had no natural drainage into
Bear Lake (McConnell, Clark, and Sigler, 1957).

The Bear Lake Outlet

Canal and the Rainbcw Inlet Canal, completed by Utah Power and Light
Company in 1918, diverted the entire flow of the Bear River into Mud Lake
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which serves as a regulatory reservoir for the level of Bear Lake and
discharge of the Bear River (McConnell, Clark, and Sigler, 1957).

The

surface elevation of Bear Lake is artificially regulated at the Lifton
Pumping Station of Utah PCMTer and Light Company and a control dam, both
of which are located on the north shore of Bear Lake.

The maximum and

minimum controlled surface elevations of Bear Lake are 5923 and 5902
feet, respectively.
Vehicular access to the area is generally good .

U.S. Highway

89 connects Garden City with Logan, Utah , approx:inately 40 road miles to
the southwest across the Bear River Range .

U.S . P.ighway 89 continues

northward frum Garden City, Utah , along the western rrargin of Bear Lake
Valley to Ovid, where it turns northeastward to Montpelier, Idaho.

U.S .

Highway 30N from Kemmerer , Wyoming, travels west to intersect Utah State
highways 16 and 30 which enter southern Bear Lake Valley near Laketown,
Utah.

Highways 16 and 30 then follCMT the west shC!r'eline of Bear Lake

northward to Garden Bity, Utah.

In addition, 1113IlY secondary and unimproved

dirt roads provide good access through IIIUch of the study area.

The

drought experienced in 1977 allowed vehicular access to 1113IlY sites
normally inaccessible due to marshy conditions.
Topographic-map coverage of the study area is available through the
U.S . Geological Survey in the following 7\-minute quadrangles:

St.

Charles, Paris, Ovid, Nounan, Bear Lake North, Dingle, Montpelier ,
Georgetown , Peagram Creek , Peagram, Montpel ier Canyon , and Mead Peak
(Idaho or Utah-Idaho; Figure 2 ) .
Climate , Vegetation, and Soils
Bear Lake Valley lies in a climatic zone characterized by arid

semi-desert conditions (Heinrich, 1975 ).

Surmners are usually short and

dry, often with periods of drought-like conditions, whereas winters
are long and cold.

Precipitation is light , and falls largely as snow

during winter months.

Even under these conditions of limited moisture,

Bear Lake has maintained its present level through influx of water from
local streams and springs , and did so prior to construction of irrigation
systems in the early 1900 ' s (McConnell, Clark, and Sigler, 1957).
Climatic data for northern Bear Lake Valley are summarized in Table l.
Natural vegetation, in and around Bear Lake Valley, is quite varied
L~

spite of the arid climatic conditions.

This variability is documented

in soil surveys of the area (Poulson and Derrick, 1926; Soil Conservation Service, 1976).

Vegetation in the low-lying portions of the valley

north of and around Bear Lake is predominantly grasses and shrubs,
consisting of:

broad-leaf sedge, bluegrass, cattails, wiregrass,

jointgrass, waterbirch, big sagebrush , and cottonwood trees.

Benches

and low hills flanking the valley (below 6040 feet), support broadleaved
sedge, bluegrass, foxtail, wiregrass, bluebunch wheat grass, slender
v.hffitgress, big sagebrush, basin wildrye, and yellowbrush.

Foothill

and mountain slopes (up to approximately 7200 feet) are characterized
by big sagebrush, low sagebrush, fescue, bluebunch wheatgrass,
western wheatgrass, yellowbrush, cheatgrass, snowberry, bitterbrush , curlleaf mountain mahogany, and rabbitbrush.

Upland plateaus

(between 6500 and 7200 feet) are dominated by big sagebrush, yellowbrush, bluebunch wheatgrass, phlox, and bluegrass.

Upper story cover

on high mountain slopes (between 7000 and 9000 feet ) is comprised
of aspen, lodge-pole pine, D:mglas fir, and alpine fir, with undergrowth of mountain brome, bearded wheatgmss, goldenrod, lupine,
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sweet anise, snowberry, pinegrHss , and pachystirra.
Soils in the Bear Lake Valley area are predominantly formed from
parent materials deposited by water and wind.

Foothills, benches along

the valley margins, and higher areas within the valley center (between
5900 and 6500 feet) are capped by wind-blown silt (Poulson and Cerrick,
1926).

Low-lying parts in the valley center contain parent materials

deposited in standing and flowing water .

One group of soils has

formed from sediments deposited by the Bear River as alluvium, and
another has developed from the marsh and lacustrine sediments of a
pre-existing lake whiC'.h once filled the valley (Poulson and Cerrick,
1926).

Alluvium, in the form of alluvial fans and deltas, comprises

the final major category of parent material found in Bear Lake Valley.
Field Methods
General Statement
Field work was conducted from May through November 1977.

Initial

reconnaissance and testing of the jet-pump drilling equipment,
described below, took place in May and June.

Full-time field study

of surface exposures and the subsurface stratigraphy began in July
and continued through September.

Unfinished field mapping and shallow,

closely spaced borings were completed during October and November.
Field relationships of the surficial sediments in Bear Lake Valley
were determined from the examination of surface outcrops, borrow- pit
exposures, excavations along irrigation canals, road cuts, and shallow
and deep borings.

Sixteen closely spaced shallow borings were made

with an Iwan-type soil (hand) auger and a Giddings power auger to determine the stratigraphic relationships and the presence or absence of
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shoreline deposits along selected proviles.

Thes profiles and several

others were surveyed to determine the locations and altitudes of former
s horeline features.

The surveyed profiles were rrade with an Abney hand

level, stadia rod, and steel tape 100 feet long .

Deep borings were

drilled with jet- pump drilling equipment along three east-west profiles
to determine the stratigraphic sequence of the unconsolidated valley
sediments .

The IIBXimum depth attained in 52 borings was 112 feet below

ground surface .

A total of 229 7 feet were drilled, described, and

partly sampled.

Color designations for samples were assigned according

to the Munsell Color' System ( Goddard , 1963).

Driller's records of

water wells in the studY area, obtained from the Idaho Falls office of
the Idaho Department of Water Resources, s upplemented the je·t-pump
drilling logs and proved useful in some instances.
Iwan-Type Soil (fund) Auger
Two hand-auger bits (or buckets) with diameters of two inches
and three and one-half inches were used for five shallow borings.

Both

hand-auger buckets are mounted on the end of a section of threaded,
galvanized pipe .

The pipe, in turn, is threaded into a

handle mo\mted horizontally and perpendicular to the bucket and attached
pipe.

The bucket is open on two sides and has two interlocking blades

at the bottom which serve to cut and retain samples .

Depths of approxi-

rrately ten feet were attained using this device.
Samples obtained by this device are significantly disturbed , but
still can be used to determine color; particle-size ; presence or
absence of organic material , fossils, and fossil frag;nents; particle
mineralo gy; mottling ; presence or absence of laminations and other
bedding characteristics; and vertical succession of units .

Care must
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be taken , when examining samples, to avoid confusing disturbances caused
by the hand-auger with sedimentary structures , mottling , and bedding
contacts.

This method works well with cohesive sediments such as clay ,

silt , and moist sand .

Dry and wet sand tend to collapse in the hole

and fall out of the sample bucket.
Giddings Power Auger
The Giddings power auger was mounted on a light- duty trailer which
served as a means of transport and a platform for the equipment during
use .

A gasoline motor provides power for a hydraulic system which

operates the screw-type auger and a hydraulic ram.

A screw- type bit ,

three feet long , is attached to a kelly bar, eight feet long.

The kelly ,

and thereby the bit , are rotated by a reversible hydraulic motor.

Pen-

etration is achieved by applying downward pressure wi·th a hydraulic ram
while the screw- type bit is rotated .

To obtain samples, rotation is

stopped and the hydraulic ram is reversed to raise the bit.

Cohesive

sediments adhere well to the bit , whereas dry and wet sand tend to fall
off when the bit is raised.

Maximum depth of penetration was ten feet.

Disturbances in the samples , similar to those experienced in use of the
hand- auger , also occur with this sampling teclmique .

Also, the same

sediment characteristics, outlined in the preceeding section , may be
studied using the power auger.

The power auger has the advantage of

being faster and rruch less taxing to the operator , but it requires
better access to test sites and must be towed by a motor vehicle.
Jet- Pump Drilling Equipnent
A drilling technique described bY Oaks and Rodgers (1974) and
used for drilling water wells in unconsolidated sediments was adopted
for this project .

The jet- pump drilling equipment consists of a motor-
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dJ:>i ven centrifugal pump which forces a stream of water davn a string
of drilling pipe.

Water pillnped through the pipe is divided into four

jets which flush sediments to the surface along the outside of the pipe.
The motor used was a three- horsepower, one- cylinder, four-cycle, gasolinepowered Briggs and Stratton engine ocupled to a self- priming, Fairbanks
M::lrse centrifugal (jet) pump with a capacity of approximately 13.3
gallons per minute (Figure 3).

A 3/4-inch diameter reinforced hose

joined the jet-pump to a string of l/2-inch diameter galvanized
drilling pipe.

The drilling pipe was in 31,-foot sections joined with

pipe Lll1ions, and had a specially fabricated drilling bit attached.
Water flushed to the surface drained into two shallow settling basins,
dug in the groun::l and connected by shallow trenches.
basins were lined with plastic.

These settling

Water was recycled and returned to the

jet-pump through a screened, 3/4-inch diameter reinforced hose.

The

water supply for drilling was carried in two 55-gallon barrels which
fed the second (rear) settling basin via an ordinary l/2-inch diameter
garden hose.

The water supply need not be ca=ied if an existing water

supply lies within reach of the screened intake hose.

Greater penetration

was achieved in sand and gravelly sand when the water was recirculated
during drilling because fine particles, carried in suspension, help
seal the walls of the boring, and thus prevent collapse of sand in the
well.

The jet- pump drilling equipment and miscellaneous tools were all

transported in a 3/4- ton pickup truck.
The drilling technique requires lifting and dropping of the drill
string and then turning the pipe by JJEans of a pipe-vise- mounted handle.
When the drill string is dropped and then turned , i t is possible to
' feel ' the type of sediJJEnt being penetrated.

Initial interpretation of
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the sediment type is based on the impact of the drill string when dropped,
and the transmitted feeling as the pipe is turned.

The amount of

penetration and the force of impact of the bit upon the sediJrent vary
for different sediment types .

When the drill string is turned, the

following sensations are experienced.

Clay feels smooth, silt feels

silky, sand is gritty, and gravel causes a 'chatter' as the bit is
turned.
Samples obtained by this method do not represent true particle-size
distribution due to elutriation by rising water in the boring and flawing
water in the settling basins.

A time la.pse occurs bet,•een the

initia~

contact with a depositional unit and the arrival of the first sample at
the surface.

The time lag increases with depth.

Once samples reach the

surface, initial interpretations are modified to include color, size
limits, mineral constituents, and presence or absence of fossils and
organic naterials .

Pieces of clay up to an inch in diameter can be cut

loose by dropping the drill string and turning the pipe in such a way
that the bit cuts pieces loose, which are, in tum, flushed to the
surface and collected in the settling basins.

Coarse sediments, such as

fine gravel and sand collect in the first (front) settling basin along
with clay chips.

Finer sediments, such as silt, are carried to the

second (rear) settling basin before settling out.

Particles in suspen-

sion are recycled.
Detailed logs of each of the 52 borings were recorded.

The logs

contain ground surface elevation as approximated in the field from
existing bench narks and landnarks; total depth of each boring; depths
to contacts and thicknesses of units; stratigraphic succession; and the
sediment characteristics outlined above.

This drilling technique proved

l
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to be a rapid, inexpensive, and simple metmd to obtain detailed subsurface information in unconsolidated sediments for a relatively large

area.
Laboratory Methods
Selected clayey samples were analyzed to determine clay mineralogy
and percent carbonate by weight.

Clayey sediments were dispersed in a

solution of sodit.nn hexametaphosphate, using a B:rownwell Biosonik
model BP-III ultrasonic system, and wet-sieved through stainlesssteel, U.S. Standard sieves ( -1. 0 and 4 . 0 phi) to separate the coarse
fractions prior to analysis of insoluble residues.

The samples were

treated with 10% hydrochloric acid to determine percent-weight loss
due to carbonate minerals.

Clay mineralogy and relative abundance of

clay species were qualitatively determined by x-ray diffraction, on a
Siemens Crystalloflex IV generator, diffractometer, and re=rding panel,
according to standard techniques (Carroll, 1970).
Organic matter, fossils, and sediment grains o1ere examined under
a binocular microscope (Bausch and Lomb m::>del BVB-7 3) for identification
and estimation of relative abundances.

The binocular micros=pe has

a variable objective (i . e., zoom; 0 . 7 to 3.0X) and a lOX ocular.

•
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
Regional studies of Bear lake Valley and the surrounding areas
began in the latter part of the 1800's.

Peale (1879), one of the first

to investigate the geology of the region, described stratigraphic and
structural elements of the Bear lake Plateau.

Following the turn of

the century, interest in phosphate depcsits of southeastern Idaho and
adjacent areas prcmpted several studies on the mineral resources,
structure, and stratigraphy of the area.

Gale and Richards (1910)

conducted a survey of the phosphate deposits in southeastern Idaho,
northern Utah, and western Wyoming for the U.S. Geological Survey.
Mansfield (1916, 1920a) described Triassic and Jurassic formations

in Idaho, and later (1927) mapped and described the bedrock and structural geology of the Montpelier 30-minute quadrangle (Idaho).

Richards

and Mansfield (1912) recognized an extensive thrust fault in Idaho
and Utah, and named it the Barmock overthrust.

Armstrong and Cressman

(1963) re-examined the structures of the region, and concluded the
B3.nnock overthrust was not a single continuous thrust fault, but
rather, a zone of many imbricate thrust faults and reverse faults.
The thrust was renamed the Barmock thrust zone by these writers.

Kirkham (19 2 3) published an overview of oil potential in Bear lake
County, Idaho.

Richardson (1941) mapped the geology of the Randolph

3D-minute quadrangle (Utah) , and described the mineral resour'Ces of the
northern Utah-western Wyoming area .

Other investigators who have

studied the bedrock geology in the area include:

Kummel (1943, 1953,

1954 ); Imlay (1953); Hardy and Williams (1953); Ross (1953); Zeni (1953);
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Bissell (1962); Sheldon, Maughan, and Cressman (1967); Davis (1969);
Vanlbrston (1969); McClurg (1970); Schulingka."Tip (1972); and Wakeley
(1975).
Pluvial lakes Bonneville, I.ahonton, and Thatcher and related
Pleistocene events in the central Rocky Mountains have been intensely
studied.

Atwood (1909), Richmond (1957, 1964, 1965), and others

outlined glacial events in the Uinta and Wasatch Mountains within the
central Rocky Mountains.

Glacial advances have been correlated with

wetter and cooler climatic conditions and high lake levels in the Great
fusin and central Rocl<ies.

Gilbert's (1890) classic study of lake

Bonneville laid the foundation for the more complex history developed
by:

Antevs (1948); Hunt, Varnes, and Thorras (1953); Eardley and

Gvosdetsky (1960); Eardley, Gvosdetsky, and Marsell (1957); Morrison
196la, 1965a , 1965b, 1966); Williams (1962); Eardley (1967); and others.
lake Bonneville and lahonton are known to have responded s:imilarly to
changing climatic conditions during the Pleistocene, based on stratigraphy,
radiometric dating , and soil development (Morrison, 196lb, 1965c;
Morrison and Frey, 1965; Broecker and Kaufman, 1965; and Broecker and
Orr , 1958) .

Ancient lake Thatcher, located in Gem Valley, Idaho, north

of Bear lake Valley, contributed a large volume of water to Lake
Bonneville through the Oneida Narrows, which apparently caused an
overflow of Lake Bonneville at Red Rock Pass (Bright 1963, 1967), and
thereby , of the well-documented Bonneville flood (Trimble and Carr,
196la, 196lb ; Malde , 1965, 1968).
In

Bear Lake Valley ancient lake levels above the present level were

first noted by Mansfield (1927) and by Hubbs and Miller (1948) .

Willard

(1959 ) and Williams, Willard, and Parker (1961, 1962) inferred the
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presence of three successively lower lake levels, based on rrorphology,
as follows:

(1) Willis Ranch Stage (5948 feet); (2) Garden City Stage

(5938 feet); and (3) Lifton Stage (5929 feet).

Davidson (1969),

Biesinger (1973), and Fuller (1975) have studied the mineralogy,
distribution, and chemistry of the sediments of Bear Lake and the
geochemistry of the lake's waters .

Kaliser (1969, 1972) published

a sumrrary of known aspects of envirorunental and engineering geology
in s outhern Bear Lake Valley, Utah.
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GEOJ..IX:IC SETIING

Bear Lake Valley is located near the western edge of the Middle
Rocky t-buntain Province (Fennem3Jl and Johnson, 1946), but occupies an
inte:nrontane basin characteristic of the B3.sin and Range Province, which
begins along the west edge of the Bear River Range .

Bear Lake Valley is

flanked on the west by the Bear River Range and on the east by the Bear
Lake Plateau and the Preuss Range.

The Bear River Range, folded into

the Logan Peak syncline , Temple Ridge anticline, and Swan Peak syncline ,
exposes a thick Paleozoic section .

Bear Lake Valley is situated on a

thinner sequence of sedimentary strata deposited on the Wyoming
shelf, adjacent to the thick Paleozoic sediments of the Cordilleran
miogeosyncline (Bissell, 1962).

Under nearly west- to-east compression

of the Laremide Orogeny in this area, local strata were folded,
and ruptured by thrust faults and high-angle reverse faults.

North-

west of Bear Lake, in Paris Canyon, the Paris thrust fault (a major
thrust fault of the B3.nnock thrust zone) exposes Cambrian strata of the
llr'igham Quartzite and younger units, over younger Paleozoic and Mesozoic
rocks.

Bedrock deformed during laramide tectonism (Late Cretaceous

to Early Tertiary), was truncated by erosion prior to deposition of the
Paleocene and Eocene Wasatch Group .

The Wasatch and overlying Salt

Lake Fo:rnation lie unconfo:rnably over older bedrock in !ffilch of the
uplands surrounding Bear Lake.
The Bear Lake Plateau and the Preuss Range, south and north, are
separated by the Bear River which Mansfield (1927) believed had been
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superposed on the folded Paleozoic and Mesozoic formations.

The Bear

Lake fault zone , a series of high- angle gravity faults , fonns the eastern

valley rrargin along the Bear Lake Plateau and Preuss Range .

It is

marked by one to three nearly continuous visible traces from Laketown ,
Utah , northward to the vicinity of Montpelier, Idaho .

The bold escarpments

of the Bear Lake fault zone contrast with the rounded foothills of the
Bear River Range to the west .

Sediments of the Wasatch Group and Salt

Lake Formation largely cover the thin Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata
east of the Paris thrust fault .

Presturably, Tertiary block faulting

dropped Bear Lake Valley as a gre.ben (Mansfield, 1927 ) , and a western
counterpart of the Bear Lake fault may exist along the western valley
margin, east of the Paris thrust fault (Iavis , 1969) .
The floor of Bear Lake Valley is remarkably flat, and north of
Bear Lake, it slopes gently northward.

Bedrock in the central valley

is buried by a thick wedge of unconsolidated sediment , several hundred
feet thick, according to seismic data ( Skeen, 1975) and deep borings
within the valley .
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MORPHOLDGY

General Statement
Bear Lake Valley is an intermontane valley of high altitude and
relief.

The valley floor lies near 5900 feet, wherea s the uplands east

and west rise to altitudes in excess of 9000 feet.
exceeds 3000 feet.

Maximum relief

The valley and adjacent uplands trend approximately

north from Laketown to a point north of Montpelier where the valley
narrows and turns slightly west of north (Figure 1).

The valley is

rounded on the east and west by faults, and the surrounding renges have
been faulted up relative to the valley floor.

The overall trend and

structun2 define the valley as a &!Sin- and- Range type even though it
lies within the Middle Rocky Mountain Province as defined by Fenneman
and Johnson (1946) .
Erosiona 1 and cle posi tiona.l landfoilllS are comron throughout the
valley.

Former shorelines , fault scarps, and stream- cut escarpments

can be traced along the valley margins.

The central portion of northern

Bear Lake Valley , south of the valley constriction , is an extensive
plain previously occupied by Bear Lake.

The Bear River and other streams

have dissected and aggraded portions of the former lake sediments .

Bear Lake Plateau and Preuss Range

The Bear Lake Plateau and the Preuss Range form the eastern highlands
of Bear Lake Valley (Figure 1).

The Bear Lake Plateau extends from
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Laketown northward along the east shore of Bear and Mud lakes and
terminates just south of Dingle .

The Preuss Range is a continuation of

the Bear Lake Plateau, but is separated from it by the Bear Ri•1er .

The

Preuss Range extends from the Bear River northward to Mill Canyon,
northwest of Georgetown.
The Bear Lake Plateau rises abruptly along the Bear Lake fault
zone in a steep escarpment along the west edge of the plateau.

The

plateau consists of folded and erosionally truncated Paleozoic and
Mesozoic rocks of the Bear Lake synclinorium (Zeni, 1953) overlain
by the vasatch Group which forms the plateau surface .

The plateau

surface locally is dissected by streams and gullies .

The Bear Lake

Plateau extends eastward from its western escarpment approximately ll
miles to the Bear River Valley.

Ma.ximum altitudes reach or exceed

7700 feet, and rraximum relief along the western escarpment is about

1600 feet near South Eden Canyon .

Relief decreases gradually to the

north as less resistant bedrock crops out along the Bear Lake fault
zone.
The Preuss Range , like the Bear Lake Plateau, also contains a
series of north-sm..rth trending anticlinal and synclinal folds.

It does

not rise as steeply as the Bear Lake Plateau , but attains altitudes in
excess of 9000 feet , e.g., Threemile Peak east of Georgetown at 9215
feet .

Rounded foothills between Dingle and Montpelier are predominantly

composed of Tertiary Salt Lake Formation.

East and north of Montpelier ,

Paleozoic carbonates =P out along the Bear Lake fault zone, and form
steep linear ridges Which contrast with the rounded foothills of Salt
Lake Formation .

Between Bennington and Georgetown, a series of west-

slopi.TJg pediments truncate the Salt Lake Formation.
frD!Il the Preuss Range toward the Bear River.

These extend west
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Bear River Range
The Bear River Range runs the entire length of the western margin
of Bear lake Valley .
Utah .

The highest peak, Naomi Peak at 9980 feet, lies in

In Idaho, Paris Peak reaches 9572 feet .

Paris Peak is the

highest peak overlooking northern Bear lake Valley .

Slopes bordering

the valley are largely rovered by Salt lake Formation.
rounded hills along the west side of the valley.

This unit forms

Near Lanark and

Nounan, tributary valleys are bounded by linear bedrock ridges along
the Paris thrust fault and Quaternary high-angle block faults
(Armstrong and Cressrran, 1963).

The lower foothills give way westward

to steep slopes of resistant Paleozoic formations.
Active Drainage
General Statement
The drainage of Bear lake Valley is dominated bY the through-flowing
Bear River and by Bear lake.

The Bear River enters Bear lake Valley

2. 5 miles east of Dingle at an altitude of approximately 5980 feet.
The Bear River transects the north-south structural grain of the region
where it enters the valley through a breach between the Bear lake
Plateau and the Preuss Range.

Northwest of Georgetown in the NY%,

NE\, Sec. 3, T. 11 S., R. 43E., the river leaves the valley near 5873
feet .

Total decrease in altitude is approximately 107 feet.

The

longitudinal profile of the Bear River (Figure 4) illustrates the
changes in gradient of the channel of the river fran its entrance into

Bear lake Valley to its exit northwest of Georgetown .

An increase in the

downstream gradient of the Bear River occurs where the Bear River emerges
from the steep-sided canyon between the Bear lake Plateau and the
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Preuss Range (5980 feet).

In this area the river meanders in coarse

alluvium which forms a low, fan- like deposit just west of the entrance
of the Bear River into Bear Lake Valley.

The gr>adient decreases

downstream where the river flows onto the central valley floor west
of the Dingle Scarp.

The cr,annel of the Bear River is approximately

20 miles long from Stewart Dam to the valley constriction (Figure 4),
a straight-line distance of approximately nine miles.

Along this

stnotch of river, numerous meander scars are visible in the flanking
marsh

~~d

lake deposits.

The present channel is generally cut five

to ten feet into the marsh and lr.tcustrine sediments of the central
valley floor.

In the vicinity of Pescadero and Bennington the valley

constricts markedly, and the channel becomes incised and linear for
approximately six miles.

Stream channels linear through JTOre than ten

times the channel width are unusual in nature (Leopold, Wolman, and
Miller, 1964, p. 281).

The linear aspect of the channel north of

Pescadero suggests structural or bedrock control of the drainage.

The

west channel wall is composed of Triassic bedrock covered with Wasatch
Group and Salt Lake Fo:rnation (Mansfield, 1927; Williams, Willard, and
Parker, 1961, 1962 ).

East of the crannel, dissected pediments of Salt

Lake Formation rise to the foothills of the Preuss Range.
the gr>adient again increases.

Downstream,

This nickpoint is apparently perched on

bedrock of the Thaynes Fo:rnation that extends from a point approximately
3. 5 miles northwest of Bennington to the valley outlet .

The position of

this nickpoint within the area of outcrop of Thaynes, and the steeper
gr>adient downstream, suggest nickpoint retreat upstream from the valley
outlet.
sections.

Possible origins of the nickpoint are discussed in later
Northwest of Georgetown, the Bear River exits Bear Lake
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Valley through a steep-sided canyon cut in the Thaynes Formation in
the Nounan anticline.

Here the gradient of the Bear River increases

again.
All other streams within Bear Lake Valley are locally derived
from springs and surface runoff .

l.Dcal streams generally flow east or

west, and all flow into the Bear River or Bear Lake.

Ovid Creek, an

exception , on the west side of Bear Lake Valley, flows southeast , and
Big Creek at the south end of the valley flows north into Bear Lake.
Drainage FlXllll Bear lake Plateau
Three perennial streams flow into Bear lake from the western slope
of the Bear Lake Plateau.

North and South Eden creeks are located in

Utah, and Indian Creek lies approxirrately one mile south of Bear lake
Hot Springs in Idaho.

The three streams all trend nearly east-west ,

and have steep gradients .

North !:den Creek has an average gradient of

70 feet per mile (McClurg , 1970 ), and is typical of streams draining
the west slope of t he Bear lake Plateau.

Each of the perennial streams

has developed alluvial fans along its course near the base of the
escarpment on the west side of the Bear Lake Plateau .
these fans stand above deltas formed in Bear Lake .

Remnants of

Numerous steep

gullies provide ephem=ral drainage for the reJlB.inder of the west slope
of the plateau .

The gullies are characteristically filled with talus

and s lopewash forming snall, active alluvial fans along the toe of the
escarpment of the plateau .

Drainage texture is rather coarse along the

western slope of the Bear lake Plateau.
Drainage From Preuss Range
TWo moderate- sized streams comprise the major drainage of the western

slope of the Preuss Range into Bear Lake Valley.

Both streams have
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excavated substantial canyons, and flow west into the
southernmost of the two is Montpelier Creek.

River .

The

Montpelier Creek flows out

of Montpelier Canyon directly east of Montpelier.
alluvial fan upon which the town is built.

~ar

It has formed a low

The lower portion of this

stream has a gradient of approxinately 55 feet per mile, and flows in
a rather wide canyon through a distance of approxinately 2 . 5 miles east
of the canyon rrouth.

There the canyon narrows and the gradient increases

upstream to over 85 feet per mile.
Georgetown Creek, the second major stream, flows southwest out of
Georgetown Canyon.

From the rrouth of the canyon to the Bear River,

Georgetown Creek is almost linear, and drops 300 feet in 3. 5 miles.
Alluvium, but no alluvial fan, mantles the slope below the canyon
rrouth.
Several smaller streams occupy small canyons and gullies along the
west slope of the Preuss Range .

These have formed sllBll- to rroderate-

sized alluvial fans where they emerge from their respective canyons .
Dreinage texture is less coarse than that displayed along the

~ar

Lake Plateau, probably due to the gentler west-facing slopes.

Drainage From

~ar

River Range

The eastern slope of the

~ar

River Range has a relatively finer

drainage texture than the western slopes of the
the Preuss Range .

~r

Lake Plateau and

Streams are less linear and more closely spaced,

and perennial streams have rrore tributaries.

Probably , this is in-

fluenced by microclimatic conditions of the east-facing slopes of the
Bear River Range, favoring higher snow accumulation , lower evaporation,
and increased runoff .

Several streams have wide, U- shaped valleys at

higher altitudes, probably of glacial (alpine) ori gin , formed under
cooler and wetter climatic conditions of the past .

Fish Haven Creek
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flows into Bear L3ke about three miles north of the Utah- Idaho state
line .

St . Charles Creek drains into Mud lake inmediately north of the

arcuate barrier separating Bear and Mud lakes.

Bloomington, Paris ,

and Sleight creeks all flow eastward into the Dingle Swamp.

The com-

rrrunities of Fish Haven, St . Charles , Bloomington, and Paris lie above
the present level of Bear L3ke on deltaic sediments deposited by these
streams when Bear lake stood at a higher relative level.

Ovid Creek

meanders southeast through a broad, open valley in the foothills of
the Bear River Range , and then turns northeast to flow into the Bear
River.

Willard (1959) and Williams, Willard, and Parker (1951, 1952)

thought that the broad, open valley along the lower part of Ovid Creek
was an embayment of ancestral Bear L3ke .

Near Liberty the embayment

branches into smaller tributary canyons of Mill and North creeks.
Escarpments
The north- south structural_ grain of Bear L3ke Valley is reflected
by a number of similarly trending escarpments.

Dist inct linear features

have formed along the east and west margins of the valley south of
Pescadero .

The western escarpment is here named the Bloomington Scarp ,

after the community of Bloomington, which lies immediately west of a particularly well- defined section of the scarp .

Near Bloomington, the

scarp stands appr·oximately 18 feet high, and appears unaltered by stream
action.

The Bloomington Scarp runs along the west side of the valley from

the vicinity of Bern, where the valley begins to widen, southward to the
vicinity of Fish Haven (Plate 1).
25 feet of relief.

The escarpment generally has 10 to

The crest lies beu-1een 5930 and 5955 feet .

Old lake

sediments, commonly dissected by streams , form a nearly level terrace to
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the west, alxlve the scarp, and a flat plain to the east, below the
scarp .

The linear aspect and extent of the scarp, the lack of strati-

graphic ccrrelation across the scarp, and the paucity of shoreline
deposits along the scarp suggest two possible modes of formation:
differential vertical rrovement, or lateral stream erosion.

A tectonic

origin is favored, because of the extensive linear trend of the scarp.
Also, the stratigraphic relationships present along the scarp are more
suggestive of faulting than cut-and-fill .

These relationships are

described in later sections.
TWo distinctly different rnorphologies are expressed by the escarpment along the east side of the valley, along the trace of the Bear Lake
fault wne.

The steep escarpment of the Bear Lake Plateau ends alxlut one

mile south of Dingle where the Bear River has breached the l!Duntains
and deposited an extensive cover of alluvium.

Approxirrately 5. 5 miles

north of Dingle , the Bear Lake fault zone reappears along the steep bedrock scarp east and north of Montpelier .

Between these two steep bedrock

escarpments, another low-lying scarp fonns a step in the alluvium of the
Bear River.

This scarp is here named the Dingle Scarp after the

conrnunity of Dingle , irrrrediately east of and alxlve the crest of the scarp .
The Dingle Scarp extends from the northwestern point of the Bear Lake
Plateau to the southwestern edge of the Preuss Range (Plate 1) .
along the scarp varies from 10 to 20 feet.
of 5935 to 5960 feet .

Relief

The crest lies at altitudes

Alluviwn of the Bear River rises gre.dually

eastward to the entrance of the Bear River , and also fonns a low , fanlike deposit of alluvium below the scarp to the west .

The Dingle Scarp

contrasts with the steep bedrock escarpments north and south, but
merges with traces of the Bear Lake fault zone in lxlt h directions .

The

curving but overall linear trend, ccntinuity with scarps of the Bear
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L3ke fault zone , and the active nature of the Bear L3ke fault zone
indicate that the Dingle Scarp is a fault scarp.
The escarpnent of the Bear L3ke Plateau is a fault scarp through
J!Ulch of its length.

It is narked by hot springs, nearly continuous

soarplets in the alluvium and slopewash, alignment of lakes and ponds,
and a concentration of stream channels along the trace of the Bear L3ke
fault zone.

Slickenslides on bedrock surfaces along the base of the

bedrock scarp locate probable planes of mvement just east of Mud
Lake (Figure 5).

Farther south the Nugget Sandstone, exposed in a west-

sloping escarpment at low water levels near 5915 feet, narks the location
of another, mre western, fault plane of the Bear lake fault zone (Figure
6) .

The western escarpment of the plateau borders the east shore of Bear

and Mud lakes with naximum relief just south of the Utah-Idaho bonndary.
Relief decreases gradually northward.

Near Montpelier the Bear L3ke

fault zone forms an escarprrent in Paleozoic oarbonates, but becomes
lower farther north where it successively cuts the Salt L3ke Formation
and alluvium.

Thus, the escarpment of the Bear L3ke fault zone lii3.Y be

traced continuously from the area of L3ketown northward to the vicinity
of Montpelier and beyond (Plate l) .
Discontinuous, stream-cut escarprrents are present throughout the
area north of Bear L3ke.

The Bloomington and Dingle scarps have been

partially altered by stream erosion, and locally exhibit arcuate l!Eander
soars that cut their linear trends.

The Bear River is responsible for

the well-developed stream cuts north of Mud Lake and west of the pediments
between Bennington and Georgetown .

Abandoned meander scars are visible

throughout mst of the valley floor between Mud L3ke and the narruwer
northern extension of the valley .
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Alluvial Fans and Deltas
Alluvial fans and deltas are present along both sides of Bear Lake
Valley.

Alluvial fans are located chiefly along the east side of the

valley at the mouths of canyons and gullies .

Modern flat- topped deltas

lie along the east shore of Bear Lake, whereas older deltaic features,
characteristically ccvered by loess, predominate along the west side of
Bear Lake Valley at the rrouths of large streams .

Alluvial fans are

distinguished from deltas on the basis of surface expression, stratigraphic relationships, sedimentary structures , and sorting.
typically have a fan-like shape in
upstream.

Fans

plan view, with the apex pointing

Upper fan surfaces are steepest at, and gradually decrease

in slope away from the apex.

Deltas also nay have a fan- like geometry ,

but the upper surfaces are flat, or nearly so .

Sediments within the

deltaic deposits generally are well stratified and sorted, whereas fan
sediments comronly are coarser , poorly sorted and only locally
stratified where braided-stream sediments are present.

Inactive alluvial

fans and deltas can be distinguished from active ones by the lack of
recent aggradation and the presence of dissection and established
vegetation .

Also , inactive features are ccrrm::mly truncated by faults ,

stream erosion, or beach erosion , and thus nay display a linear terminous
rather than the lobate front characteristic of their active oounterparts .
Alluvial fans in Bear Lake Valley represent at least two periods of
development.

Early fan development was graded to a base level well

above the present valley floor as shown by high- standing dissected
remnants of fans along the east side of Bear Lake Vall ey.

Development

of modern fans probably began after base level was lowered to near the
present level by recent rrovement along the Bear Lake fault zone and
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downcutting along the Bear River.

This is indicated by the undissected

and active nature of fans along the escarpment of the Bear Lake Plateau
and along the channel of the Bear River .

Individual fans nay repre-

sent !IDre than one episode of developrrent.

Tw::> alluvial fans along the

escarpment of the Bear Lake Plateau exemplify fans formed in response to
more than one change in base level.

One is located immediately east of

Bear Lake Hot Springs at the northeast corner of Bear Lake, and the

other is located at the !IDuth of Indian Creek Canyon .

The highest

surfaces of both fans lie between 6040 and 6160 feet, and are offset
along two visible traces of the Bear Lake fault zone.

The oldest ,

highest surfaces have been bisected, and the eroded sedirrents transported to lower levels and redeposited as younger alluvial fans.

All

three levels appear ir1acti ve at present.
MOntpelier is bQilt on an alluvial fan deposited at the mouth of
Montpelier Canyon, :inrnediately west of the escarprrent along the Bear Lake
fault zone.

The fan widens where unrestricted, west of the canyon IIDUth.

Because ·the fan lies west of the escarpment, and is not offset by the
fault, its upper surface must post-date the !IDSt recent activity of the
fault zone in that area.

Along the west flank of the Preuss Range,

between Bennington and Georgetown, several well- developed fans errerge
from the mouths of slll3ll canyons at altitudes of 6200 to 6400 feet, and
grade to the pediment surfaces at approxinately 6100 feet.

Numerous,

rather snall, active fans lie along the escarpment of the Bear Lake
Plateau.

These alluvi al fans are located at the mouths of gullies and

streams along the toe of the escarpment.

Unvegetated slopes and fresh

deposits of talus and s l opewash indicate that these fans are currently
active.

The one to three scarplets that transect the najority of these

snail fans indicate recent activity along the Bear Lake fault zone.
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These fans developed as a result of differential rrovement along the
escarpment and subsequent mass wasting.

They are actively aggrading.

Three active deltas have formed along the east shore of Bear Lake
at Indian, North Eden, and South Eden creeks.

Each is less than one

square mile in area (Willard, 1959; Williams, Willard, and Parker, 1961,
1962), and has a typically arcuate shoreline (Figure 7).

The apex of

Indian Creek delta is set within dissected remnants of the alluvial
fans described above.
Old, dissected surfaces of former deltas or fans are present along
the east side of Bear Lake at North Eden and South Eden canyons.

Terraces

slightly above 6040 feet remain along the north and south edges of North
Eden Canyon along the escarpment of the Bear Lake Plateau .

Farther up

North Eden Canyon , in the first northern tributary canyon east of the
escarpment, a sloping, correlative terTace lies just above 6140 feet.
These paired terrace rerrnants appear to be part of a former fan surface,
based on their gre.dient (R. Q. Oaks, oral cormn.mication, 1977).

The

Bear Lake fault zone lies immediately west of t he paired terrace

remnants at North Eden Canyon.

These remnants have been raised relative

to their western continuations by differential ve..TTtical rrovement along
the fault zone.

Soils on the terrace remnants at the rrouths of North

and South Eden canyons have developed in coarse alluvium derived from
carbonate, quartzite, and sandstone bedrock.

These soils are typically

deep (44 to 60 inches ), have an argillic horizon extending to depths
of 28 to 44 inches, and occupy JJ'Oderate slopes ( 6 to 10 percent) with
western exposure (Soil Conservation Service, 1976) .
An abandoned, former delta surface at approximately 5985 feet is

inset within the paired terrace remnants near the canyon JJ'Outh.

This

~
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surface is offset by two faults, both down to the west.

Similar deltaic

features and paired terraces are present along the escarpment at South
Eden Canyon .
Several remnants of deltaic sediments stand along the western valley
margin between St. Charles and Paris.

These remnants are at the IJDuths

of the larger streams along the foothills of the Bear River Range.
Locally these old deltas have been dissected by east-flowing streams
west of the Bloomington Scarp and north-flowing st-reams in the east.
These flat-topped deltaic remnants have surfaoe altitudes of 5995 t 10 feet
but are l113Iltled by as much as ll feet of loess.
depositional surfaces lie at lower altitudes.

Therefore, the original
The deltaic remnants

previously may have ooalesced to form a oontinuous terrace along the
valley margin prior to dissection and truncation along the Bloomington
Scarp.
Dissected Pediments
Mansfield (1927) first described the west-sloping surfaces east of
the Bear River between Bennington and Georgetown as large alluvial fans.
Williams, Willard, and Parker (1961, 1962) later reoognized them as
pediments cut across Salt lake Formation, veneered with a thin oover of
alluvium.

East-west profiles (Figure 8) show the Bear River has

excavated a channel 50 to 80 feet below the projected, original upper
surfaces of these pediments.

Local streams emerging from the small

canyons near the edge of the pediments along the Preuss Range exhibit
a marked decrease in flow near the canyon mouths.

Farther downslope,

several ephemeral streams head at altitudes near 6000 feet.

The gravel

veneer atop the bedrock appears to provide an effective aquifer for
subsurface flow between the mountain front and the lower slopes.

When
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the dissected pediment surfaces are projected across the river channel,
they intersect the steep west wall at altitudes of 5950 to 5990 ± 10 feet.
The projected surfaces of profiles A through C show an increase northward
from 5960 to 5990 ±10 feet .

Profile

c2

has no obvious projectable

surface , and is therefore shown without a projected line.
through F intersect the west wall belCM 5990 ± 10 feet.

Profiles D

Therefore, the

former pediment surfaces appear to have formed a divide near 5990

± 10

feet in the vicinity of Profile C which may have served as a threshold
in that area prior to downcutting by the Bear River to its present
level.

The profiles further reveal a linear, north-south step across

the pediments in the vicinity of profiles B, C, and D, suggestive of
a fault with displacement of less than 20 to 50 feet, d=n to the east.
Soils on the dissected pediments have formed in alluvium and younger
loess.

These soils generally lie at alititudes between 6000 and 6200

feet , and have a western exposure.

The soils developed in the loess

(Ritzville series) are calcareous , and are generally more than six feet
deep (Poulson and Derrick, 1926, p. 14-15).

The soils developed in the

alluvium (Avon gmvelly silty clay loam) contain sandstone , quartzite,
and carbonate clasts, are calcareous , are more than 44 inches deep, and
locally underlie the Ritzville silty soils (Poulson and Derrick, 1926,

p. 20-21).
Valley Floor
Bear Lake Valley slopes gently northward .

It is essentially a flat

plain fran the northern edge of Bear Lake to the valley constriction near
Pescadero .

The valley floor is interrupted only by the low relief of the

north beach of Bear Lake and the low-lying alluvial deposits of the Bear
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River extending westward opposite the entrance of the Bear River.

The

southern half of the valley is occupied almost entirely by Bear Lake,
except for embayments at Laketown and Round Valley, at the extreme south
end of t he valley.

Topography of the lake bottom (Figure 9 ) reveals an

east-west asymmetric profile.

The lake bottom appears to be a continua-

tion of the gentle eastward s lope of the foothills of the Bear River
Range.

The northern and southern portions of the lake bottom also are

shallow .

The lake deepens to over 200 feet near South Eden Creek .

The

lake bottom appears to have an uninterrupted slope except for a northsouth trending ridge running slightly east of the north-south axis of
the lake.

Fathograms (Williams, Willaro, and Parker, 1961, 1962) showed

a buried bedrock ridge, faulted on either side , with disturbed lake
sediments along both sides of the ridge.
the surface of the lake floor.

This ridge appears to rise to

Seismic-reflection profiles of the lake

bottom (Skeen, 1975) also shoo north-south trending structural elerrents
and disturbances in the bottom sediments (Figure 10), although in many
cases these are not transmitted up into the youngest sediments .

1~e

seismic-reflection profiles also reveal an increase in the dip of the beds
of the unconsolidated sediments , towards the south , along a northeastsouthwest axis, shown on the index map of Figure 10 .

This axis may

represent a structural hinge for tilting of the valley floor towards
the south, or it may mark the location of a gravity fault, although no
conclusive evidence of faulting is indicated by the strip-chart
recordings in Skeen (1975).
The valley floor is nearly 50 miles long with a maximum width of
about eight miles imnediately south of Ovid, where an embayment widens
the valley floor .

This embayment is here named the Lanark Dnbayment for
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the corrrnunity of lanark, Idaho (Ovid

7~-minute

quadrangle).

The valley

is narrowest between Bennington and Georgetown where the floodplain
of the Bear River occupies essentially the entire valley floor.

Near

the northern end of the valley, Nounan Valley foilllS a small side valley
parallel to the main valley.

Nounan Valley is separated from the main

valley by a linear ridge of Salt Lake and Thaynes formations bounded
on the south and east by faults (Mansfield, 1927; Armstrong and Cressman, 1963).

Immediately west of Georgetown, Nounan Valley joins Bear

Lake Valley near 5900 feet via a low divide in the linear ridge
separating the two valleys (Figure ll).

Nounan Valley also opens to the

Bear River though a low divide in the north, downstream from the outlet
of Bear Lake Valley .
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STFATIGRAPHY
Generel Statement
Both consolidated and unconsolidated sediments are present in Bear
Lake Valley.

Bedrock units represent nearly continuous deposition from

Late Precambrian through Paleozoic and Mesozoic times , as evidenced by
the thick stratigraphic section exposed just west of Bear Lake Valley.
\<lest of northern Bear Lake Valley, the Bear River Range is composed of
a continuous section from ·the Mutual Formtion (Precambrian) to the Fish
Haven Dolomite (Ordovician).

East of the Bannock thrust zone, Penn-

sylvanian, Permian, and Triassic bedrock fonns north-trending ridges
west of Paris and along the east side of Nounan Valley.

East of Bear

Lake Valley, tightly folded Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks are exposed
within the Bear Lake Plateau and the Preuss Range.

Gently to moderetely

dipping fluvial and lacus·trine sediments of the Wasatch Group unconfonnably cover older deposits in the Bear Lake Plateau, the Preuss
Range, and large portions of the surrounding region as well (Mansfield,
1927).

A summary of the bedrock stratigraphy of Bear Lake Valley and

the surrounding area is presented in Table 2.

The bedrock information

was compiled from Mansfield (1927), Hardy and Williarrs (1953), Intermountain Association of Petroleum Geologists (1953), Bright (1963), Oriel
and Platt (1968), Davis (1969), McClurg (1970), and Mendenhall (1975).
The valley floor and its margins, below 6000 feet, are largely
tled by Quaternary sediments .
focal point of this study.

m3Il-

These unconsolidated sediments are the

Exposed and subsurface stratigraphic units
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of

Bear Lake Valley form a moderately thick wedge of unconsolidated

fluvial and lacustrine sediments, both terrigenous and carbonate.

The

thickness of these unconsolidated sediments is undetermined in northern
Bear Lake Valley, but probably exceeds 1200 feet in the southeastern
part of the valley near South Eden Creek (Skeen, 1975).

The uncon-

solidated materials associated with Bear Lake were informally named
the "Bear Lake formation" by
Parker (1961, 1962).

~Iillard

(1959) and Williams, Willard, and

These authors gave no detailed description of

the Bear Lake formation, and made no formal designation of type or
reference sections.

Because of the complexity of stratigraphic units

established by this study, it is here proposed to elevate this rockstratigraphic unit to the status of group.

Hence, the Bear Lake Group

is proposed as an inclusive name for all the unconsolidated sediments
above the Salt Lake Formation and below the Wardboro !.Dess in Bear
Lake Valley.
Stlaligraphy of Unconsolidated Sedirrents
Bear Lake Group

The Bear Lake Group is here named for Bear Lake, Bear lake County,

Idaho, and Rich County , Utah.

The name is applied to the unconsoli-

dated lacustrine, marsh, bay, and fluviatile sedirrents within Bear
Lake Valley , lying below an altitude of about 6000 feet.

The type area

is that portion of Bear Lake Valley extending from Round Valley, Utah,
to the valley constriction near Bennington, Idaho; and between the Bear
River Range on the west and the Bear lake Plateau and the Preuss Range
on the east.

The type section is a canposi te of the formational type

sections described in the following sections .

The upper part of the
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Bear Lake Group is subdivided into the four new units proposed here:

(1) Ovid Formation , (2) Lanark Formation, (3) Liberty Formation, and
( 4) Rainbow Gravel.

Other units rray be recognized in the future,

especially in the subsurface below the Ovid Formation.
The distribution of the Bear Lake Group as presently known is
limited to Bear Lake Valley .

The group may extend upstream along the

Bear River through several miles above Bear Lake Valley.

Possibly,

future w::>rk may extend usage of the name to Quaternary sediments in
Nounan Valley or along the Bear River to the vicinity of Soda Springs,
Idaho.

The group is known from surface exposures along irrigation oanals,

road cuts, escarpments, and the shores of Bear Lake between altitudes
of 5915 and 5990 feet.

Subsurface information has been mllected from

logs of water wells (Idaho Department of Water Resources), jet-pump
borings , hand-auger borings, power-auger borings, and other misce llaneous
well logs.

All of the jet-pump and auger borings were used to determine

the distribution of subsurface sediments.

One log of a water well in

the Rainbow Gravel, and Arrerican Quasar well number 214 provided additional information used to define the distribution of unconsolidated
sediments within northern Bear Lake Valley.

Below Bear Lake, fathograms

(Williams, Willard, and Parker, 1961, 1962, and unpublished), seismicreflection profiles (Skeen, 1975), and piston cores (Biesinger, 1973)
further document the extent and nature of the Bear Lake Group.

Sub-

surface borings indicate the Bear lake Group thins east and west along
the valley margins, and is thickest just west of the Bear lake fault
zone near the east side of the valley .

Skeen (1975) reported a maximum

sediment thickness of 387 meters (approximately 1270 feet) below the
southeastern portion of Bear lake, based on interpolation of seismic
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reflection data.

Approximately three miles south of Montpelier,

west of the Dingle Scarp, a depth of 1585 feet to bedrock was interpreted
from well-log data at American Quasar well number 214 (September, 1977).
Some of this thickness may be Salt lake Fonration and Wasatch Group.
The unconsolidated sediments of the Bear Lake Group are susceptible to
erosion, and form low, dissected terraces and plains.
The Bear lake Group primarily consists of beds of gravel, sand,
silt, and clay, all of which comrronly are calcareous .

The gravelly

fractions lie along the valley margins, and are most abundant near the
mouths of canyons.
location,

a~d

of the valley .

The litho logic content of the gravels varies with

is strikingly different along the east and west margins
The gravels along the west are typically greenish gray

or olive gray overall, and contain three doffiU1ant suites of clasts, i.e.,
greenish gray shales, white to light brown quartzites , and gray carbonates (coarser part of L3nark Fonration).

The eastern gravels are

generally reddish , and contain red and purple sandstones and arkoses,
light brown ard red quartzites, and dark gray chert and carbonates
(Rainbow Gravell.

Sand beds are predominant at the top of the Bear

lake Group in the low- lying portions of the valley and form an extensive subsurface blanket north of Bear lake (Liberty Fonration).

Sand

is generally dark yellowish brown or olive gray , very fine to medium
grained, subangular to subrounded , and quartzose .

I nterbedded layers

of clay lie above (undifferentia ted sediments) and below (Ovid Formation )
the blanket of sand, and along the valley margin west of the Bloomington
Scarp (finer part of L3nark Fonration ) in sand- free sequences .
Units within the Bear lake Gr'Oup are recognized on t he bas i s of
variations in texture , color , and composition .

Thicknesses of different

lithologies range from thin laminae of a few millimeters to over 40 feet .
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Sedimentary structures in the surface exposures of deltaic deposits along
the Bloomington SccLrp i nclude oscillation ripple marks, cut-and- fill
structures , and crossbedding .

The

cross- stratified units are typically

solitary artd of large scale, have a planar , non- erosional , discordant
lower boundary , and are lithologically homogeneous (alpha crossstratification of

A~len,

1963) .

Sampling for type and reference sections '"'s conducted at variable
intervals, selected according to observed changes in sediment characteristics.

Elutriated jet- pump samples, and other samples, were placed in

storage at the Depart:rrent of Geology, Utah State University, for future
reference.
The Bear lake Group lies unconformably on the bedrock basement of
the valley floor.

Salt lake formation crops out

ex~ensively

along the

rrargins of Bear lake Valley, borders much of Bear lake, and fonns the
basement directly beneath the Bear lake Group .

The contact between

the Bear lake Group a.T'\d the overlying Wardboro l.Dess ranges fran
abrupt to gradational.

Abrupt contacts are formed 1-Jhere the loess rests

directly upon gravelly or sandy sediments of the Bear lake Group .
Gradational contacts are present elsewhere due to mixing with clayey
and silty sediments of the Bear l.alce Group.

Undifferentiated recent

sediments rest unconformably on the Bear lake Group where the
Wan:lboro Loess has been rerroved by erosion or masked by incorporation
within marshy or fluvial sediments .
The Bear lake Group is easily distinguished from most other units
due to its unconsolidated nature .

The Salt l.alce Formation and Wasatch

Group are the only known units Ylhich rray be confused with the Bear Lake
Group .

The Salt Lake Fornation rray be distinguished by its white to
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pink rolor, the high rontent of rrontrrorillonite, and the coated and
cemented clasts.

Undisturbed Wasatch Group may be identified by its

partially lithified or cemented
rolor.

se~ts

and, generally reddish

Both of the above are likely to be included in the

se~ts

of

the Bear Lake Group as reworked material.
The Bear Lake Group contains common to locally abundant fossil
snails and clams.

By far the rrost comrron is

Carinifex newberryi (Lea).

Gyraulis vermiaularis Gould, Stagniaola (Polyrhitus) utahensis Call,
Fluminiaola aoloradoensis Morrison, Valvata utahensis Call, and Sphaerium
momoniaum Sowerby were also reported in the sediments of Bear Lake by
Williams, Willard, and Parker (1961, 1962).
Bear lake include:

Others found in and around

Lymnaea lepida Gould, Lymnaea stagnalis UJasatahensis,

Lymnaea stagnalis jugularis Say, Polyrhitus utahensis Call, Sphaerium
piZsbryanum Sterki, FZuminiaoZa fusaa (Haldeman), and VaZvata humeraZis
aaZiforniaa Pilsbry (Chamberlin and Jones, 1929).

All of the above

except F. aoloradoensis, S. mormoniaum, and L. stagnalis ssp . were
collected from the Bear Lake Group during this study.
are freshwater clams .

Sphaerium ssp.

All other species listed above are freshwater

snails.
Ovid Formation
The Ovid Formation is named here for the comnunity of Ovid, Bear
Lake County, Idaho (Ovid T'li-minute quadrangle), approximately five miles
west-southwest of Montpelier.

The name is applied to the

se~ts

of

the Bear Lake Group underlying the Liberty Formation, in the area
east of the Bloomington Scarp, west of the Dingle Scarp and the Bear
Lake fault zone.

The type section of the Ovid Formation is at well

number 42 (Plates land 2), 0.1 mile west of the Lifton Pumping Station
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on the north side of the highway (Appendix C).

Reference sections are

located at well number 31 (Plates l and 2), l. 6 miles east of Ovid,
and well number 2 8 (Plates 1 and 2) , l. 3 miles west of the Bear lake
Outlet Canal (Appendix C).
The Ovid Formation is kncwn only from subsurface borings, from the
north shore of Bear lake northward to the vicinity of Ovid and Montpelier.

East-west stratigraphic correlations tenninate abruptly along

the Bloomington Scarp, Dingle Scarp, and the Bear lake fault zone.

The

upper contact is placed at the top of a couplet of thin-bedded clay
or silty clay over very fine-to fine-grained sand which forms a marker
unit l. 0 to 9. 5 feet thick at the top of the Ovid Fornation. The clayey
layer is thicker than the sandy layer along the northern geologi c section,
but thinner than the sandy layer along the southern geologic section
(Plate 2).

The couplet is absent at well m.unber 39 along the southern

geologic section, and was not penetrated along the middle geologic
section.
The top of the marker unit generelly lies 30 to 50 feet below
ground surface, and appears to slope east along the northern and southern
geologic sections.

The upper surface of the marker was encountered

at approximately 5888 feet at well number 38 along the southern
geologic section, and was penetreted at similar altitudes at wells
number 40, 41, and 42 (Plates 1 and 2).

The upper surface of this marker

slopes eastward from wells number 42 through 44 where it lies at
approximately 5878 feet (Plates 1 and 2).

Along the northern geologic

section the upper surface of the rrarker unit slopes east fran an
altitude of 5907 feet at well number 52 to 5871 feet at well number 29
(Plates 1 and 2).

Overell, the upper surface of the Ovid Fornation
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slopes east-northeast towards the Bear Lake fault zone (Figure
12).
The l:asal contact and total thickness of the Ovid Formation were

not determined in the vicinity of the geologic sections from drilling.
Data from Skeen (1975) and Alrerican Quasar well number 214 (1977)
suggest total thickness of the Bear Lake Group in excess of 1200 to
1500 feet.

It is anticipated that future studies will result in further

subdivision of the lower part of the Bear Lake Group.

At present it is

unknCMn how rruch of these sediments form a discrete depositiona! unit

The maximum thickness of

and should be included in the Ovid Formation.

the Ovid Formation penetrated during this study was 72 feet at the type
section .
The Ovid Formation consists of calcareous, intercalated silt, silty
clay, clay, very fine-to fine-grained sand , and local gravel.

Sand, silt,

and silty clay are usually olive gray (SY 4/l) to bruwnish grey (SYR 4/l),
and dark greenish gray ( SGY 4/l).

All contain variable amounts of fine

organic matter (plant fragments and

charcoal)

and shell frBgments.

Units within the Ovid Formation were recognized on. the l:asis of color
and textural variations determined in the field .

Dark greenish gray

(5GY 4/l), brownish grey (5YR 4/l) , and olive gray (SY 4/l) colors predominate in fresh clayey and silty sediments.

Pale yellowish brCMn

(lOYR 6/2) is the most corrrnon color after oxidation.

Thicknesses of

individual units within the Ovid Formation vary from less than three
inches (min:i.rrutn resolution of jet-rig equipnent) to greater than 25 feet.
The fine fractions are corrrnon throughout the distribution of the Ovid
Formati on, whereas gravels were encountered only along the east and west
edges of the formation.

This suggests the gpavels pinch out toward the

valley center, or were at greater depths there.
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Sediments of the Ovid Fc:>rm3.tion are interpreted as Jl'arsh and/or
bay deposits based on plant and fossil remains, the fine texture of
calcareous chiefly terrigenous sediments, alternate layers of oxidized
and unoxidized sediments suggestive of shallow, fluctlldting water levels,
and localized sands and gravels interpreted as stream-channel deposits.
Gravels encountered along the east and west edge of the forrration are
interpreted as buried alluvial fans or deltas emerging from adjacent
canyons.

Laterally persistant sand layers are interpreted as

littor~l

sand deposits which are believed to have accumulated in open bays.
The Ovid Formation is distinguished from the overlying Liberty
Formation by the predaninance of silty and clayey se:::!iments, the
scarcity of sand, its typical olive gray or brownish gray colors, and
its lower stratigraphic position.

Underlying bedrock units were not

en=untered beneath the Ovid Formati on .
Shells dated at 27,400 ± 2 ,500

c14

years B.P. (Table 3) were

taken from a depth of 92 to 95 feet below ground surface , approximately
0. 9 mile west of the type section of the Ovid Forrration (Williams,
Willard, and Parker, 1961, 1962).

If the dates are valid, the upper

50 ± 5 feet of the Ovid Forrration and overlying units are less than
30,000 years old , and sediments below 95 feet are older.
Liberty Formation
The Liberty Formation is here named for the =mmunity of Liberty,
Bear Lake County, Idaho (Ovid
southwest of Ovid .

7~-minute

quadrangle) ,

3.5 miles west-

The name is applied to sediments of the Bear Lake

Group east of the Bloomington Scarp and west of the Dingle Scarp and
Bear Lake fault zone.

The type section of the Liberty Formation i s at

well number 40 (Plates 1 and 2), 1.4 miles west of the Lifton Pumping
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~~-minute

Station (Bear Lake North
the higl:w3.y (Appendix C).

quadrangle) on the south side of

Reference sections are located at well number 38

(Plates 1 and 2), 1.5 miles east of U. S. Highway 89 , on the north side
of the road leading to the Lifton Pumping Station, and well number 28
(Plates 1 and 2), 1 . 9 miles southwest of Montpelier and 1.2 miles east
of the Bear Lake Outlet Canal (Montpelier

7~-minute

quadrangle; Appendix

C ).

The Liberty formation is a distinct unit known only from subsurface
borings .
~ker

The formation rests directly on the Ovid formation, above the

unit previously described.

The marker couplet was encountered

in almost every boring that penetrated to the ·ovid formation.

The

upper contact is at the base of the Wardboro Loess , except where the
loess has been removed by erosion and replaced by undifferentiated
sediments .

The highest altitude of the upper surface of the Liberty

formation is 5928 feet at wells number 18 and 38 along the northern and
southern geologic sections (Plates 1 and 2).

The upper surface of the

Liberty Formation slopes towards the center of the valley along all
three geologic sections (Figure 13; Plate 2).

The Liberty Formation

forms an extensive sand blanket up to 50 feet thick (Figure ltl) .
The sand is olive gray to brownish gray ( SY 4/1 to SYR 4/l)
along the west side of the valley, but grades to dark yellowish brown
(lOYR 4/1) within a short distance towards the central and eastern
portions of the valley.

The sand is generally very fine to fine grained ,

but is locally coarser.

It contains thin gravel stringers and minor

units of silt or silty clay.

Opaque minerals, shells and shell fragments,

and organic 1!B.terials (vascular plant fragments and charcoal) are common
to abundant.

The thick sand, oxidized color, and stratigraphic
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position permit ready recognition of this W1it.
The Liberty Fonnation prol:ably is a thick, shallow-water, clastic
shoreline sequence.

Analogous grain-size distributions along the present

margins of Bear Lake suggest deposition in water no JJDre than 25 to 40
feet deep.
The Ovid Fonnation lies below the Liberty Formation and contains
shells dated at 27,400 years B. P. (Table 3).

Undifferentiated sediments

above the Liberty Formation include sand of the Lifton shorelines which
have been dated at approximately 8,000 years B. P. (table 3).

If these

dates are valid, then the Liberty Fornation is less than 27,400 years
old, but greater than 8,000 years old.
Lanark Fonnation
The Lanark Formation is here named for the community of Lanark,
Bear Lake County, Idaho (Ovid 7!rrninute quadrangle) , approximately 1. 6
miles west-southwest of Ovid.

The name is applied to the sediments of

the Bear Lake Group west of the Bloomington Scarp and east of the foothills of the Bear• River Range from the vicinity of the Lanark Embayment
southward at least to the vicinity of the southern geologic section
(Plates 1 and 2) near St . Charles.

The type section of the Lanark

Formation is at well number 50 (Plates 1 and 2), 1 .1 miles east of Lanark
(Ovid 7!:;-rninute quadrangle) on the north side of the dirt read leading
from Lanark to u .S. Highway 89 (Appendix C) .

Additional reference

sections are located at a small borrow pit along the old railroad grade ,
0. 8 mile northeast of Paris (Paris ?!:;-minute quadrangle) on the
property of 11!:'. Worth Eborn , and well nt.nnber 33 (Plates 1 and 2), 0. 6
mile rorthwest of Paris (Paris ?'7-rninute quadrangle) on the propertY
of 11!:' . Wayne Bird (Appendix C).
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The Lanark Fonnation is known from s urface exposures along the
Bloomington Scarp and from subsurfa ce borings.

Subsurface borings

show abrupt eastward termination of stratigraphic units within the
Lanark Fonnation near the Bloomington Scarp and a decrease in thickness
toward the west valley margin.

The Lanark Formation lies west of the

Bloomington Scarp, where it is overlain by the Wardboro loess and
undifferentiated sediments .

The upper contact is sharp where the

Wardboro loess rests directly on the sandy sediments of the Lanark
Fonnat ion exposed along the Bloomington Scarp .

Farther west, the

Wardboro Loess appears dissected and i s absent locally.

In these

areas the Lanark Formation grades upWll'Cl into undifferentiated
sediments.

Undifferentiated sediments include recent alluvial-fan

deposits , colluvium, and alluvium which mantle the Lanark Formation and
Wardboro Loess along the west rrargin of the valley.

The highest alti-

tude of the top of the Lanark Formation presently known i s 5973 feet
at well number 34 at the west end of the southern geologic section
(Plates 1 and 2).

TI1e lowest known altitude of the top of the Lanark

Formation lies at 5938 feet at well number 36, also along the southern
geologic section.

TI1e Lanark Formati on locally rests unconformably

on bedrock at wells number 14 and 34 ( Plates 1 and 2), where the unit
is 39 and 10 feet thick , respectively.

The basal contact was not

encountered at any other locations during this stt.Kly .

Maximum penetrated

thickness of the Lanark Farrration is greater than 90 feet .
The Lanark Formation consists of two units.
largely of sand and sandy fine gravel .
silty clay.

One unit is comprised

The other unit is predominantly

The sand and sandy fine gravel form the upper 25 to 40

feet of the Lanark Formation immediately west of the Bloomington Scarp ,
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but pinch out westward (Figure 13) .

The sandy fractions are olive

gray ( 5Y 4/1) and mcxierate to dark yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4 to lOYR 4/2) .
They a:re typically fine to coarse grained ; and contain colllllOn shell
frilgfllents from freshwater clams and snails, plant frilgfllents, and opaque
minerals.

The sandy fractions have a flat-topped 1!Drphclogy where

exposed in outcrops; a:re located at the 11Duths of streams; and appear
rroderately to well sorted.

The gravelly fractions consist of thin,

local deposits, and are interbedded with thin sand layers.
layers are typically less than two feet thick.

The gravel

The gravelly fractions

are medium light gray (N6) to medium dark gray (N4), olive gray
( 5Y 4/l), dark greenish gray ( 5GY 4/l), and dark yellowish brown (lQYR
4/2) .

They consist primarily of rounded carbonate, shale, and quartzite

pebbles !:;-inch or less in diameter.
These sand and gravel deposits are interpreted as deltaic sediments
deposited at the mouths of streams along the west side of northern
Bear Lake Valley during an episode of a higher relative level of Bear
Lake .

The sandy fine gravels and channel troughs a:re probably local

distributary channels of the former deltas.
Below and west of the sandy unit lies a relatively uniform unit
of silty clay .

The upper surface of this clayey unit corresponds with

the upper surface of the formation along the western edge of the unit,
but lies below the upper sandy unit farther east (Figure 12) .

Along

the middle geologic section at well number 16, the upper limit of
the clayey unit is at 5914 feet (Plates l and 2) .

At well number 20

of the northern geologic section, the upper boundaLry is at 5897 feet
(Plates 1 and 2 ).
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The clayey unit is pale yellowish brown (lOYR 6/2), brownish gray
( 5YR 4/l), and dark greenish gray ( 5GY 4/l) in cclor.

The clayey

sediments of the Lanark Formation contain from approximately 3 percent
to over 80 percent carbcnate, and contain variable amounts of illite,
kaolinite, montm:Jrillonite, and chlorite (Table 4) .

Plant remains and

shell fragments were found in all of the clayey sediments .
Structure-oontour rraps (Figures 12 and 13) show that the upper
surface of the sandy sediments of the Lanark Formation slope westward,
whereas the upper surface of the clayey sequence slopes eastward .
apparent change in slope appears to be the result of

strea~

This

erosion

(Plate 2).
Coarse, well-compacted gravels were encountered below the clayey

unit at wells number 35 and 36 in the southern geologic section (Plate
2) .

The coarse gravels were unpenetrable by jet-rig methods .

Thick-

nesses of these gravels, known only from logs of water wells (Idaho
Department of Water Resources), range up to 60 feet.

These gravels

reach depths of 160 feet west of the Bloomington Scarp.
The clayey sediments are interpreted as marsh and bay deposits,
whereas underlying gravels appear to be a buried alluvial fan or delta.
The origin of the clayey sediments is discussed further in following
sections.
Rainbcw Gr-avel
The Rainbcw Gr-avel is here named for the Rainbow Inlet Canal which
connects the Bear River and Mud Lake (Dingle and Montpeli er
quadrangles) .

7~-minute

The name i s here applied to the gravels and sandy

gravels of the Bear Lake Group which extend west from t he entrance of
the Bear River near Dingle , in a fan- like deposit of alluvium .

The
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Rainbow Gravel is known from subsurface lx>rings and from surface
exposures along the Dingle Scarp , road cuts, irrigation canals, and
stream embankments .

The type area is defined as the area within 1. 5

miles of Dingle (Dingle 7>:;- minute quadrangle) .

The type locality is

that portion of the Dingle Scarp and the Rainlx>w Inlet Canal located
within the type area .

The type section is located at well number 6

( Plates 1 and 2), along the east bank of the Rainlx>w Inlet Canal and
south of the Dingle Road (Dingle

7~-minute

quadrangle ; Appendix C) .

Approximately 4.5 feet of the Rainl:xJw Gravel was penetrated at this
location .

An additional reference section i s l ocated at a ••ell drilled

for the Union Pacific Railroad by West Lake Drilling Canpany (Appendix
C) where over 60 feet of gravelly riE.terial was penetrated .

The Rainlx>w

Gravel is unpenetrable with the jet- rig equipment used, so that the
maximum thickness of gravel is presently unknown.

Thicknesses of two

to five feet are exposed along the Rainlx>w Inlet Canal , Dingle Scarp,
and the Bear River .
The Rainlx>w Gravel is sandy, moderately to well canpacted , coarse

(average clast size exceeds two inches in diameter) , and easily recognized by its unconsolidated , rounded gravels, and overall reddish color .
The Rainbow Gravel is interbedded with dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/ 2)
sand layers of variable thickness .

Clasts include sandstone , quartzite,

limestone , siltstone , and chert, and are cannonly rounded.
contact is presently undefined.

The basal

The upper surface reaches an altitude

of approximately 5949 feet at the Union Pacific well previously
described , but may be higher farther east .

The upper surface of the

Rainbow Gravel is covered by the Wardlx>ro loess and undifferentiated
sediments.
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Wardborr> l.Dess
The name Wardboro l.Dess is applied here to the extensive cover of
win:l- blown sediments overlying the Bear lake Group.

The formation is

named for the corrrnunity of Wardborr>, Bear lake County, Idaho (Montpelier
7~rminute

quadrangle), 4.2 miles southeast of Montpelier.

The type area is defined as the area within two miles of Dingle
(Dingle ?':;-minute quadrangle) .

The type locality is along the Rainbow

Inlet Canal (Figure 12) and along the Dingle Scarp within the type
area.

The type section of the Wardboro loess is along the east bank

of the Rainbow Inlet Canal on the south sid e of the Dingle Road (Dingle
?':;- minute quadrangle), near well number 6 (Appendix C).

The Wardboro

loess is also well exposed in the borrDw pit along the old railrr>ad
grade , at the location of the reference section of the Lanark Formation
(Appendix C), where it rests on the Lanark Formation and is appr'Oximately
11 feet thick.

The loess at the type section is 6. 5 feet thick, and

averages about 5.5 feet thick along the remainder of the Rainbow Inlet

Canal.
The WcxUboro loess is predominantly silt with minor fine- to

fine-grained sand, clay, and shell fragments.

A dark humic soil, 0 . 8

to 3 . 0 feet thick has formed in the upper portion of the silt.

A calcic

horizon underlying the developed soil is 1.5 to 2 . 5 feet thick at most
locations.

The calcic horizon is light colored (e.g., very pale orange,

lOYR 8/2) and has a platy structure.

The silt below the calcic

horizon is typically pale to dark yellowish brown (lOYR 6/2 to lOYR 4/2),
calcareous , and structureless.
The Wardboro loess is thickest along the crests of the Dingle and
Bloomington scarps and along the Rainbow Inlet Canal and the road east
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of Dingle.

Elsewhere, the loess forms an extensive, albeit dissected

blanket of wind- blown sediment in the valley bcttom and on the lower
slopes of the surrounding foothills .

Silt has been mapped between

altitudes of 5900 to 6500 feet (Poulson and Derrick, 1926) in northern

Bear Lake Valley, and is known to be present at least to altitudes of
5964 feet where it is exposed at the old railroad grade northeast of
Paris.

The Warclboro Loess lies above the Bear Lake Group and below

undifferentiated sediments.

The overlying sediments are partly mixed

with the upper part of the loess .

One of the most likely sources for

the loess is from older lacustrine sediments within the valley which
were exposed as ancestral Bear Lake receded.
been derived from outside Bear Lake Valley .

The loess also may have
It is uncertain if a

period of nondeposition followed deposition of the Bear Lake Group
prior to deposition of the Wardboro Loess.

No soil has developed at

the top of the Bear Lake Group below the Wardboro l.Dess.

But, the soil

cover which has developed at the top of the Wardboro l.Dess prorebly
required a few thousand years to form after the silt was deposited .
Therefore, the Wardbcro Loess is prorebly several thousand years old,
but no absolute age determinations have been made.
Undifferentiated Sediments
Undifferentiated sediments include alluvium, colluvium, slopewash ,
and recent marsh and beach sediments.

The term undifferentiated

sediments here applies to all unconsolidated sediments overlying the
Bear Lake Broup and the Wardbcro Loess.
Alluvium is canmon along the valley s l opes as alluvial fans , as
stream and floodplain deposits along the Bear River and other streams ,
and as veneering gravels on old pediment surfaces .

Colluvium and
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slopewash lie along the valley slopes and steep escarpments where
sheetwash and rrass rrovement have transported regali ty .

Recent marsh

sediments consisting of clay , silt , and peat are present throughout
the areas of the Lanark Dnbayment , Mud Lake , and Dingle Swamp .
Selected clayey sediment s f rom the undifferentiat ed sediments average
approximately 80 percent carl::onate by weight, and contain variable
arrounts of rrontrrorillonite , illite , kaolinite, and chlorite (Table 4).
I.ocally, marsh sediments sharply overlie the Wardl::oro L:::>ess, or overlie
older sediments where channels have eroded the loess.

Elsewhere, the

silty te>-:tt.Jre of the Harsh sediments suggests mixing or re=rking of
recent marsh deposits with the underlying loess.
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CORRElATION

General Statement
Statigraphic data obtained during this study provides significant new evidence for correlation of the unconsolidated sediments of
Bear Lake Valley with local and regional events.

Correlation was based

on the follcwing methods, listed in order of reliability:
1. )

Stratigraphic succession and latere.l continui.ty to dete1mine

relative age and facies relationships.
2. )

Radiocarbon dating to determine absolute age and standard

time-stratigraphic relationships.
3.)

Sediment thicknesses as estimates of the duration of deposi-

tional periods.
Correlation of the Unconsolidated Sediments of &>_ar Lake Valley
Stratigraphic correlation of the sediments of Bear Lake Valley is
based predominantly

~•

the three cross-valley geologic sections (Plate

2) and one detailed geologic section (Figure 16) which illustrate the
vertical succession and lateral continuity of subsurface sediments.
Vertical succession provides the relative ages of the units, whereas
lateral continuity defines their extents and facies relationships.

East

of the Bloomington Scarp and west of the Bear Lake fault zone, the
distribution of f orrrations of the Bear Lake Group is relatively uniform.
The Liberty Forrrab on forms a thick blanket of nearshore sand in all
three geologic sec·tions , and is continuous from the northern to the
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southern geologic section in the central JX>rtion of the valley.

The

Ovid fonration, with a similar distribution, underlies the LibertY
fonm.tion, and consists of clayey sediments de)Xlsited in marsh and bay
environments, as previously described.
Liberty fonration.
(figure 14) .

The Wardboro loess overlies the

The LibertY formation is 20 to SO feet thick

West of the Bloomington Scarp along the northern and

middle geologic sections, the Lanark formation consists of sandy,
locally gravelly , deltaic sediments that overlie clayey marsh and bay
sediments.

The Lanark forrration is overlain by the Wardboro loess.

The sandy unit of the Lanark formation is 26 to 39 feet thick in the
two borings (20 and 16) where entirely penetrated.

Thus , the Liberty formation and the sandy unit of the Lanark
formation occupy similar stratigraphic JX>Sitions beneath the Wardboro
loess and above JTDre clayey units.

The LibertY and the sandy unit of

the Lanark formation have similar thicknesses.

Both are rather well

sorted, and have other similar sediment characteristics.

The LibertY

formation probably was deJX>sited in a nearshore lake environment , whereas
the sandy unit of the Lanark formation appears to be deltaic sediments ,
perhaps deposited in shallower water closer to shore .
furtherrrore, if the base of the Wardboro loess, east of the
Bloomington Scarp, is raised between 15 and 27 feet to the level of the
base of the loess west of this scarp, the top of the Ovid formation is
raised to the level of the top of the clayey unit of the Lanark formation west of the scarp.

Therefore, it is likely that (1) the Ovid

formation is correlative with the clayey unit of the Lanark formation,
(2) the LibertY formation is correlative with the sandy unit of the
Lanark formation , and (3) the Bloomington Scarp is a fault scarp whose
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offset postdates deposition of the Wardboro Loess , but predates deposition of the younger undifferentiated sediments above the loess
(Figure 16).
Several other possibilities appear unlikely:

(l ) post- depositional

erosion of the Lanark Formation, and cutting of the Bloomington Scarp to
the present level of the top of the Liberty Formation by a north-flowing
stream, without significant deposition of stream sedinents along the
scBrp, followed by deposition of the Wardbobo Loess and undifferentiated
sediments ; (2) deep erosion by streams, to nearly the same level throughout the valley, followed by deposition of the Liberty Formation east of
a streamcut Bloomington Scarp; (3) lateral ("facies ") change across the
scarp, deltaic sediments to the west, and shallow- water sediments (less
than 40 feet) to the east, wherein the

sc~

is a depositional feature;

or (4) even greater fault offset along the Bloomington Scarp , so that
the gravels beneath the Ovid Formation near .the scarp may be correlative
with the sandy deltaic sediments of the Lanark Fornation .
The first possibility fails to explain the nearly constant
thickness of the Wardboro Loess on both sides of a presumably preexisting abrupt scarp (Figure 16), and t he slight pre-loess channeling
in the top of the Liberty Formation near the scarp or elsewhere (Plate
2).

The second poss ibility also encounters the problem wit h the

thickness of the loess , but has an additional problem in that the base
of the Liberty Formation (Figure 12) is well below the present bedrock
control of the outlet at the north end of the valley, near 5905 feet.
Origin of the Bloomington Scarp by stream erosion appears unlikely in
view of the linearity of this scarp and its obvious local modification
by meandering streams.

The distinctness of the s carp through rrost of
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its extent, and its minor later modification by stream erosion along
its base, or by dissection argue against a pre- loess age of the scarp.
The third possibility outlined above has the loess problem and the
additional problem of the vertical offset of the bases of the sandy
units .

The fourth possibility requires deposition of the Ovid and

Liberty Fornations and Wardboro Loess after faulting.

Freshness of

the Bloomington Scarp, and truncation of shoreline deposits (Liberty
Formation and sandy Lanark Fornation sediments) by the scarp, in the
vicinity of Fish Haven, oppose this interpretation .

Also, the gravels

beneath the Ovid Formation, ne.ar the scarp, are farther from t:-.e
likely source, yet are coarser than the sandy seclliT.ents of the Lanark
Formation west of the scarp .
are much more likely

tt~

In Slll!iiEIY, the proposed oorrelations

the other possibilities considered.

Biesinger (1973, p. 23) reported lake sediments (authigenic
carbonates) overlying rrarsh sediments (silty sediments) beneath Bear
Lake.

He oollected piston cores containing over 12 feet of "authigenic

carbonates" above an undetermined thickness of "silty sediments . "
The silty sediments (clayey silt) are "reddish brown" (Biesinger, 1973,
p. 32), whereas the silty clays of the Ovid Formation and the clayey
unit of the Lanark Forrration are pale yeilo'..Jish brown (lOYR 6/2)
and brownish gray (5YR 4/1).

Montmorillonite, illite, kaolinite, and

chlorite are present both in the silty sequence beneath Bear Lake
(Biesinger, 1973, p . 25) and in the silty clays of t he Lanark Fomation
(Table 4) .

No samples from the Ovid Formation were adequate for analysis

of clay mineralogy.

The authigenic carbonates beneath Bear Lake are

deep-water lacustrine sediments (Biesinger, 1973).

The Liberty

Formation and the sandy upper part of the lanark Formation oould be
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their clastic, shallow-water equivalents.

If this tentative correla-

tion is correct, the underlying silty sequence represents older, extensive marsh deposits (Biesinger, 1973), and at least the lower part of
the Ovid Formation !ll3.Y be their rorthern continuation (see later discussion and Table 5).
Correlation of the subsurface seciilnents along the east side of
northern Bear l.Bke Valley is limited, because of the inability of the
jet-rig equipment to penetrate the gravelly deposits found there.

How-

ever, the Liberty Formation and at least the upper part of the Rainbow
Gravel appear· to be lateral facies that belong to the sam= depositional
episode.

The Rainbow G1<1vel appears to interfinger laterally with the

Liberty Formation.

Jet-rig borings at wells number 6, 10, ll, and 35

(Plates l and 2) show thin gravel lenses within the Liberty Formation
that are likely tongues along the western edge of the Rainbow Gravel
opposite the entrsrce of the Bear River.

The Liberty Formation and the

Rainbow Gravel are both overlain by the Wardborn loe ss .

Because the

Rainbow Gravel apparantly has appreciable thickness, its lower parts
!ll3.Y be correlative with the Ovid Formation and deeper sediments.
The Wardboro loess overlie.s the lanark Formation, Liberty For!ll3.tion, and the Rainbow Gravel, and is therefore younger than each .
Similar color, texture, and stratigraphic position at various locations
in the valley indicate the loess is correlative and nearly continuous
laterally.

Because of its wind- blown origin, loess is thickest in

depressions and on the lee side of wind- shielded areas .

Accumulations

of loess in northern Bear l.Bke Valley are thick along the crests of
scarps, as well as in low-lying areas .

The apparent lack of response
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to topographic position is rrore readily explained i f the loess accumulated as a blanket and was

lat~r

offset along the north-south trending

scarps , resulting in thick (rather than thin ), elevated deposits along
the crests of scarps .

Absence of the loes s within the scarp face just

east of Bloomington (Figure 16 ) suggests that the rrost recent offset
post-dates deposition of the loess .
Recent beach deposits form the arcuate , northern shore of Bear
Lake .

Shalla..r tcrings along a north- south profile across the beach

(Figure 16), and jet-rig borings along the southern geologic section
(Plate 2) show beach sands stratigraphically above, and separated frcm
the Liberty Formation by an intervening layer of silt, clay, and peat.
The sandy beach deposits are therefore younger than the Liberty
Formation , the Wardboro I.Dess, and Jrost of the undifferentiated silt ,
clay , and peat , although the sand is grouped with the latter as undifferentiated sediments.
Correlation With Standard Time- Stratigraphic Units
Four radiocartcn dates of shell material from the unconsolidated
sedirrents of Bear Lake are listed in Table 3.
in a ge from 27 ,400

±

The dated shells range

2 ,500 to 7 , 70 0 ± 100 c14 years B.P.

The oldest

shells were taken from the Ovid Formation at a depth of 92 to 95 feet
below ground surface , so there is a considerable thickness of unconsolidated sediments of t he Bear Lake Group below 95 feet older than
27 ,400

±

2,500 years B.P .

Rubins, Likins, and Berry (1963) have deJron-

strated that carbonate shell material may include

c14 - free

carbonate

that can result in erroneously old dates with as much as 10 to 12 percent
error.

The shells also may have been rev.urked from older sediments, and
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may not date the sediments in which they were found.

The ymmger dates

are from shells in sediments that postdate the Wardboro lDess.
similarity of these three younger

14

c

The

dates suggests their reliability.

Unfortunately, no comparisons are available for the oldest radiocarbon date.
Sedimentation rates based on the above radiocarbon dates may be
estimated for the unconsolidated sediments in Bear Lake Valley .

Using

the oldest known date of about 27,400 years B. P. , and a sediment thickness of 95 feet, the average rate of sedimentation is approximately
four inches per 100 years ( 10 em per 100 years).

The maximum possible

sediment thickness, doclJ!lented above bedrock, is approximately 1270
feet ( 387 meters) near the southeast corner of Bear Lake (Skeen, 1975).
This would require approximately 381,000 years to accumulate at the
calculated rate.

Caution must be used in extrapolating the calculated

rate, because of the uncertainty of the radiocarbon date used in the
calculation, because Skeen ' s (1975) thickness data was interpolated
from seismic- reflection data, and also because sedimentation rates
can be variable through time.

The interpolation from seismic data

requires assumptions regarding sediment type and distribution , variable
colll!Xiction, and P- wave velocities in unknown materials, and probably
lacks the resolution necessary to discern unconsoli dated Bear Lake
sediments from Salt Lake Formation or Wasatch Group sediments which may
be buried below Bear Lake .

Based on the radiocarbon ages in Table 3 , the upper part of the
Bear Lake Group (Ovi d and Liberty formations ) is of late Wisconsin
(farmdalian) to Holocene age , and the underlying thickness of unconsolidated sediments is accordingly older .

The sedimentation rates
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calculated above, suggest the deepest sediments may be pre-Wisconsinan
in age .
No biostratigraphic units are established for the fossil clams
and snails in the Bear Lake Group, therefore, no correlations can be
rrade using them.
Correlation With Pleistocene Stratigraphy
Downstream from Bear Lake Valley, the Bear River flowed successively into lakes Thatcher and Bonneville following its diversion from
the Portneuf River Valley about 30,000
1967).

c14

years B.P. (Bright, 1963,

No stratigraphic units of lakes Thatcher or Bonneville exist

in Bear Lake Valley, because of their looer altitudes.

Correlations,

therefore, must be based on radiometric dates from the respective areas
(Tables 3 and 6).

The deposits of Lake Bonneville have been correlated

tentatively with the Bull Lake (Alpine Forrration) ard Pinedale
(Bonneville and Provo forrrations) stages of the Wisconsin glaciation
in the Rocky Mountains (Richm::lnd, 1964; Morrison, l965c; Eardley and
Gvosdetsky , 1960; Eardley, 1967; Birkeland, Crandell, and Richrrond, 1971) .
Radiometric dates (Table 6) place the Alpine maximum at greater than
37,000 years B. P. (Broecker and Kaufman, 1965) which closely corresponds
to a period of cooler climatic conditions indicated by relatively low

o18 ;o16

ratios in the Camp Century ice core shortly before 35,000

years B.P. (Dansgaard and others, 1969).

The Bonneville maximum has

been dat ed at about 20,000 years B.P. (Broecker and Orr, 1958), and the
Provo rraximum at about 12,000 years B.P. (Broecker and Orr, 1958; Rubin
and Berthold, 1961).

Deposits of Lake Thatcher (Main Canyon Fornation )

are more than 37,000 to less than 27,000 years old (Bright, 1963, 1 967 ).
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Therefore, portions of the Bear Lake Group are time- correlative with
some of the sediments of lakes Thatcher and Bonneville, if the radiometric dates (Table 3) are valid .
The Wardboro lDess is rrore than 8,000 years old , and considerably
younger than 27 , 400 years old, based on its position below the oldest
undifferentiated sediments and above the Liberty and Ovid Formations.
It may be correlative with extensive deposits of young loess elsewhere

in the region.

The Niter lDess is younger than the Bonneville For-

mation (approximately 18 , 000 years B.P.) and possibly the Provo Formation (approximately 11,000 years B. P.) according t o stratigraphic
relationships in the Thatcher basin (Bright , 1963, 1967) .

Similar

ages of the Wardboro lDess and the Niter Loess suggest approximately
synchronous regional accumula-tions of wind- blown sediments following
·1~1e

Pinedale glaciation.

Bright (1963, 1967 ) tentatively suggested a

similar correlation between the Niter I.Dess and the loess deposits of
the Snake River Plain .
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I.AJa: EPISODES
Previous Morphologic Evidence For Ancient Lake Stages
General Statement
Mansfield (19 27) early recognized the existence of ancient shorelines in Bear Lake Valley above the present level of Bear Lake .

He

proposed three shorelines near altitudes of 5960, 5950, and 5940 feet
on evidence of terrece features along the east and west rrargins of the
valley .

Terraces along the east side of Bear Lake included those at

the crests of scarps at North Eden Canyon, now known to be offset Sur'faces
along the Bear Lake fault zone .

Other terrace

features along the west

side of the valley are probably analogous to the surface at the crest
of the Bloomington Scarp.

Mansfield ( 192 7, p . 114) also cited a small

terrace located at the Dingle Cemetery, lake beds approxirrately 0. 5
mile east of Bern, and grevel banks at Liberty as evidence for higher
lake levels.

The srrall terrace at Dingle Cemetery has a delta-

like morphology with a flat- topped surface (altitude approxirrately
5985 feet) and an arcuate terminous .
Willard (1959) and Williams , Willard , and Parker, (1961, 1962) also
reported three old shorelines , at altitudes of 5948, 5938, and 5929
feet.

These three former shorelines were believed to represent three

successively lower lake stages .

Morphologic evidence as presented

by these authors is summarized below .
Willis Ranch Shoreline
Willard (1959 , p. 24 ) reported tufa deposits in Round Valley at the
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south end of the valley, but no associated shorelines were described for
that locality.

Accordant wave- cut terraces at Gus Rich PoinT and Garden

City were also cited as evidence of a stillstand at the Willis Ranch
level (Willard, 1959, p. 25-26).
p . 28) referr€d to

11

bars in concentric series at Ideal Beach and

•

the Laketown lowland.

Williams , Willard, and Parker (1962,

11

as the rrost conspicuous evidence for a lake

stand at the Willis Ranch level.

Several topographic profiles were

surveyed by Willard (1959) to define the rrorphology and altitude of all
three proposed former shorelines .

The original profiles were presented

in segments for each proposed lake stage (Willard, 1959; Williams,
Willard , and Parker, 1961, 1962) .

The profiles are reconstructed here

from the original segmented profiles as continuous profiles, and also
are shown at a reduced vertical exaggeration (Figures 17 , 18, and 19).
Garden City Shoreline
Willard (1959) and Williams, Willard, and Parker (1961, 1962)
identified no shorelines of the Garden City stage along the east side of
Bear Lake.

On the west side, south of Garden City, they described

. . a well developed wave- cut terrace . . . 11 (Williams, Willard,
and Parker , 1962 , p . 30) and at the south end of the valley their beach

profiles show several bars with crests near 5938 feet .

South of St .

Charles , another well- devel oped , wave-cut terrace was described near
the Garden City level (Williams , Willard, and Parker , 1962, p . 30) .
Elsewhere, shoreline features at that level were described as lacking
or indeterminate .
Lifton Shoreline
Accordant terraces near 5929 feet were cited east of Highway 30 in
Garden City, at Ideal Beach , and along the east side of Gus Rich Point
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(Williams, Willard, and Parker, 1961, 1962).

The north bench separating

Bear lake from Mud lake, higher shorelines at the Bear lake Hot Springs
resort, and other beach ridges above the modern storm beaches were all
cited as evidence for the lowest proposed stage .

These authors also

described several successive outlet channels for the Lifton stage, three
of which are named the Bloomington Slough, Black Slough, and Red
Slough.

The location of the outlet channels, and changes in their

location through time

were

described as follows:

. . . the lake . . . appears to have been maintained by the
alluvial fan built westward across the valley by Bear River.
The outlet developed at the west side of the valley between
the toe of the fan and the valley side. The outlet channels
apparently were three in number, including depressions now
known as the Bloomington Slough and the Black Slough. Later
the outlet channel apparently shifted eastward to occupy the
Red Slough, and subsequently farther east to the position of
the pre-canal outlet. (Williams, Willard, and Parker, 1962,
p. 32)
Evaluation of Previously Recognized lake Stages
The use of the term "stage" (i.e., Willis Ranch, Garden City, and
Lifton stages proposed by Willard, 1959 and 1-/illiams, Willard, and Parker
1961, 1962) is inconsistent with Article 31 of the Code of Stratigraphic
Nomenclature (American Ccmmission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature, 1961).
Article 3l(b) specifies that the term stage is a time- stratigraphic
term and should not be used for climatic subdivisions, unless it
corresponds with an interval of the geologic section which is based on
known time-stratigraphic units, e . g . , a succession of biostratigraphic
zones.

Hence, the terms \-Iillis Range stage , Garden City stage, and

Lifton stage are here abandoned as superfluous , because each one forms
only part of a sequence of shorelines formed during a gradual fall of
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lake level from above the Willis Ranch level to, or below, an
altitude of 5930 feet .

The name Lifton is retained for the entire

sequence of shoreline features developed during the gradual fall of the
lake level following deposition of the Wardboro Loess and faulting.
This sequence of shoreline features forms a distinct stratigraphic
interval.
The formerly proposed Willis Ranch shoreline is not the highest,
or the oldest level of Bear Lake.

Further, many of the shorelines of

the formerly proposed Willis Ranch and Garden City levels are fault
scarps and stream-cut escarpnents, and others were developed during
stands of the lake at levels different than originally proposed, as
indicated below.
Gravelly beach deposits near Liberty, a probably terrace at Dingle
Cemetery, and lacustrine deposits of the Bear Lake Grcup lie well
above the Willis Ranch level.

Other evidence for a higher shoreline

is presented in the following section.

East of Paris and Bloomington ,

formerly proposed wave-cut shorelines at the Willis Ranch and

Garda~

City levels are fault scarps according to new stratigraphic evidence
(Figure 16).

Three ridges with less than four feet of relief at Lakota,

Garden City , and Ideal Beach are the only known beach-like ridges at
or above 5948 feet.

The small number of shoreline features near or

above that level indicate either a lack of shoreline development or
subsequent erosional removal of those features.

In either case, the

water level of the formerly proposed Willis Ranch stage was incorrectly
placed near the crests of the highest ridges, instead of at lower
levels.

The highest ridges of the m:xlern beaches arot.uld Bear Lake are

storm beaches standing six to eight feet above the normal high-vater
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level of 5923 feet.

The comparison suggests ridges with crests near

5948 feet belong to water levels distinctly below the formerly proposed
Willis Ranch level.

Also, crests of the concentric bars at the south

end of the lake are entirely below 5948 feet (Figures 17 and 20).
The concentri c bars near Laketown, the terraces south of St. Charles,
and other features appear to be former shorelines . These are discussed
in the following section.
Newly Defined Lake Episodes
Method of Study
Morphologic features associated with past and present episodes of
Bear Lake were studied by several methods.

Beach ridges, swales, scarps,

terraces, and other features were located on aerial photographs
(Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, scale 1:20,000)
and topographic maps (U.S. Geological Survey,

~~-minute

quadrangles)

by their topographic expression, linear or lateral continuity,
relative positions and altitudes, and tonal variations.

Once shoreline

features were tentatively identified, they were confirmed by field
examinati on.

Representative morphologic features were evaluated through

use of subsurface borings along selected , surveyed profiles .

The

subsurface borings provided needed stratigraphic evidence for positive
identification of shorelines .
Depositional environments along the rrodern shorelines of Bear
Lake were examined for comparison with ancient depositional environments.
Beaches and nearshore (littoral) environments consist predominantly of
very fine- to fine- grained sand and coarse silt.

All sandy , nearshore

deposits rontain cormon to abundant fossil clams and snail s.

Along
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the escarpnent of the Bear Lake Plateau, greve l covers most of the
beaches and shorelines near the norrral high-water level.

Below this

level, gravel gives way to sand and silt, except where the Nugget
Sandstone crops out along the southern half of the east shore (Figure
6) .

There , along the escarpment of the Nugget Sandstone, cobbles

and boulders extend well beyond the normal shoreline.

Local beaches

of gravel also lie along the west shore where foothills of the Bear
River Range border the lake.

Particle sizes are generally coarser to

greater depths along the east side of Bear Lake where slopes are
steepest (Iavidson, 1969) .

The north, south, and west shores of

Bear Lake have well- formed beaches with gentle foreshore slopes, and
landward storm beaches six to eight feet

~igh .

The north beach of

Bear Lake, and Cisco Beach along the east shore of Bear Lake, form
t:arriers separating the lake frun !I13rshes and bays .
Ovid Episode
The Ovid Episode is here defined as the interval of time during
which the Ovid Formation ..as deposited.

During this episode, the highest

recognizable marsh, lagoonal, and lake sediments were deposited in Bear
Lake Valley , near 5990 ± 10 feet.

The Ovid Episode is represented in

northern Bear Lake Valley by the unconsolidated sediments of the Ovid
Formation and the clayey sequence of the Lanark Formation.
Shorelines 50 feet or more above the present level of Bear Lake
have been mentioned by previous investigators, but have not been
included in definitions of formerly proposed lake levels.

Mansfield

(1927) described gravel banks he believed were deposits of earlier
stands of Bear Lake at Liberty, with surfaces near 5980 feet and
a terrace at the Dingle Cemetery one mile southwest of Dingle near 5980
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feet.

Oaks (oral communication, 1977) recognized dissected terraces

marking a former high lake level in North Eden Canyon during field
work with McClurg (1970).
Correlations among the Lanark Formation, the marshy

sedi~ents

beneath lake carbonates in Bear Lake, and the Ovid Fonnation, indicate
that the Lanark Formation is composed largely of bay and marsh deposits.
Numerous closed topographic depressions west of the Bloomington Scarp
in the Lanark Dnbayment, and near Par is and Bloanington (Plate l) ,
provide additional evidence for a bay or marsh origin for silts and
clays of the Lanark Formation.

These depressions resemble depressions

created by differential sediment entrapment by aquatic vegetation, very
similar to those now present in Mud Lake.

The absence of outwash

gravel and carbonate bedrock within 75 feet (minimum) of the ground
surface precludes a karst

OI'

kettle origin for these depressions.

The

bay and marsh sediments of the Lanark Formation are known at least as
high as 5973 feet from jet-rig borings along the cross-valley geologic
sections (Plate 2).
Dissected terraces in North Eden Canyon, South Eden Canyon, and
Indian Creek Canyon represent old alluvial fans and/or deltas graded
to a former base level above the present level of Bear La\e.

At least

two distinct levels are marked by paired terrace remnants of alluvial

fans, and inset deltas at these locations.

In North Eden Canyon the

westernmost edge of the upper terrace lies near 6040 feet (Figure 21),
and indicates th3.t the former lake level was below 6040 feet.

The

terrace i s east of three scarps along the Bear Lake fault zone, two of
which have significant relief.

The lower scarp h3.s approximately 25

feet of offset at the surface and the upper , 40 feet .

Between these

two scarps, another minor scarp h3.s approximately five feet of relief.
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All three scarps are down to the west.

McClurg (1970 ) reportedly

found evidence of approximately 75 feet of offset in bedrock beneath
the lower scarp , in re=rds for water wells drilled in the deltaic
sediments at the mouth of North Il::len Canyon , according to Biesinger
(1973 ) and Oaks (oral =mmunication, 1977).

Similar terraces in South

Eden Canyon and Indian Creek Canyon exhibit similar vertiCdl displacement .
Profiles of

pedL~nts

truncating the Salt Lake Formation, projected

across the Bear River channel between Bennington and Gecrgetown ( Figure
8), indicate that a threshold exi sted near 5990 ± 10 feet.

This

threshold may have formed by pedimentation during a dry episode preceeding the Ovid Episode , or it may have fanned during the early
stages of the Ovid Episode .

The existence of a threshold near that

level in easily eroded Sult Lake rormation , would require no outflow
of the Bear River from Bear Lake Valley .

This would result in format ion

of a lake , or lli3I'shes and bays, south of the threshold during the Ovid
Episode , and allow deposition of the inset deltas in North and South
Eden canyons at 5985 feet, and the delta- like terrace at Dingle Cemetery
near 5980 feet; lake deposit s at Liberty, at 5980 feet; and bay and
marsh deposits of the Lanark Formation , at 597 3 feet .

The accordant

levels of these deposits, and widespread distribution of bay and marsh
sediments indicated by the proposed correlation among the Ovid Formation, clayey sequence of the Lanark Formation, and the lli3I'sh sequence
beneath Bear Lake, point to =nditions of bay and rrarsh deposition fn:::m
the pediment threshold south, during at least the early part of the Ovid
Episode .

Downfaulting of the eastern portions of northern Bear Lake

Valley during or prior to the Ovid Episode is recorded by eastward
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thickening of deposits of the Ovid Formation (Plate 2) .

The low

position of the marsh sediments beneath Bear Lake, and the high position
of the presumed correlative units in northern Bear Lake Valley together
suggest differential lowering of the valley by more than 150 feet
t01va.rds the southeast .

The northeast trending hinge (Figure 10)

indicated by seismic-reflection data (Skeen, 1975) supports differential
lowering of the valley southeastward during the Ovid episode (Table
5) .

Strip- chart recordings of the seismic-reflection profiles also

show a thick accumulation of unconsolidated sediments along the
hinge, which appear to offlap and intertongue with thinner sediment
layers towards the south .

The thickness of this apparent progradational

sequence suggests a protracted period of deposition, possibly follov;ing
the Ovid Episode.

Finally, faulting along the east margin of Bear

Lake Valley, and possibly along the west margin of the valley, west of
the Bloomington Scarp, followed by deposition of inset deltas to 5985
feet at North and South Eden canyons and Dingle Cemetery, indicates
a lake was present, before the threshold was lowered to the Liberty
level.
Liberty Episode
The Liberty Episode is the interval of time during which the Liberty
Formation was deposited .
northern Bear Lake Valley .

During this time , a shallow lake occupied
The Liberty Episode is represented in

northern Bear Lake Valley be sediments of the Liberty Formation , the
sandy unit of the Lanark Formation , and at least part of the Rainbow
Gravel.

The Liberty Episode post-dates the Ovid Episode.

Modern bottom sediments of Bear Lake demonstrate a distinct
particle- size distribution with depth.

Davidson Q969) collected 25
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piston cores demonstrating a decrease in particle size from coarse
sand to coarse silt between the shore and maximt.nn derths of 40 feet.
The sand and silt of the Liberty Formation have essentially the same
range of particle sizes, and therefore probably were deposited at
similar depths.

The Liberty Formation forms a continuous sand blanket

25 to 40 feet thick in northern Bear Lake Valley in the vicinity of the
cross-valley geologic sections (Plates land 2).

The extent and thick-

ness of the sand indicate it was deposited as a progradational sequence
in shallow water, formed at a static or slowly changing level.

The

sandy sediments of the Lanark Formation west of the Bloanington Scarp,
have a surface altitude of 5945

± 10 feet, and the upper surface of the

Liberty Formation would have a similar value if the respective offsets
along the Bloomington and Dingle scarps were restored.

Thus , the

JJUxirnt.nn lake level of the Ll!Jerty Episode was near 5945 feet.

Lower

shorelines of the Liberty Episode may easily be accounted for by
fluctuations of the lake.

Sandy deposits at the Liberty level are

known to extend north, at least to the northern geologic section, and
have been reported east of

Bern (Mansfield , 1927) .

Development of a

deep lake in the southern third of Bear Lake Valley during the later
part of the Ovid Episode, tufa deposits in Round Valley, and the
stratigraphic evidence of a shallow lake in northern Bear Lake Valley
during the Liberty Episode suggest the entire valley was flooded
during the early part of the Liberty Episode, fran the pediment threshold
south to Round Valley .

The particle- size range, lateral extent , and

thickness of the Liberty Formation require a protracted lake stand near
an altitude of 5945 feet.

A protracted lake stand in turn requires a

sufficient water supply , and a persistant threshold at the outlet.
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It seems unlikely that an inoompetant unit such as the Salt Lake
Formation could have formed a persistant spillway at the outlet.
Therefore, it is probable that the resistant Thaynes Formation, which
crops out along the Bear River from a point approximately 3. 5 miles
northwest of Bennington to the present outlet, provided the resistant
threshold.

Possible origins of the threshold of the Liberty Episode

are discussed in the following sections.
Wardboro Episode
The Wardboro Episode is the interval of time during which the
Wardboro loess was deposited.

During the Wardboro Episode, Bear Lake

receded at least to 5935 feet.

At this time loess was deposited on

former shoreline deposits of the Ovid and Liberty Episode.

The Wardboro

Loess mantles the shoreline deposits of the Ovid and Liberty episodes
which lie above 5935 feet.

Former shorelines below 5935 feet have a

fresh morphologic appearance, and are not covered by loess.

Shorelines

bet-ween 5935 and 5930 feet may belong to the Liberty Episode, if
dep::>sition of the loess began before the end of the Liberty Episode;
or, the shorelines may be storm beaches of the Lifton Episode which
is suggested by their fresh morphologic appearance.

Offset of the Ward-

boro Loess along the Bloomington Scarp indicates that the majority of

deposition of loess, during the Wardboro Episode ended prior to the
Lifton Episode.

The most likely source of the loess is the higher

lake beds exp::>sed during times of lower water levels as Bear Lake
receded .
The Wardboro Loess locally rests directly upon the sandy sediments
of the Liberty Formation, and on the Lanark Formation along the west

margin of Bear Lake Valley , and up::>n the Rainbow Gravel along the east
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side of Bear Lake Valley near Dingle.

These formations are presumed

t o be correlative as previously described.

The loess is younger than

the above formations, and older than the unconsolidated sediments
(approxim3.tely 8,000 years B.P . ) in northern Bear Lake Valley.

The

Wardboro Loess may be correlative with young loess deposits in Thatcher
Basin (Niter Loess of Bright, 1963 , 1967) which are possibly younger
than the Provo Formation (approxim3.tely 11,000 years B.P.; Bright, 1963).
If the above dates are correct, then the Wardboro Loess is approxim3.tely

11,000 to 8,000 years old.
Lifton Episode
The Lifton s horeline was named by Willard (1959) and \-lilliams,
Willard, and

Par~er

(1961, 1962) for the Lifton Pumping Station,

situated on the north beach of Bear Lake.

The Lifton Episode is here

defined a s the interval of time since deposition of the Wardboro Loess.
It marks the youngest period of lake occupation in Bear Lake Valley,
during which undifferentiated marsh, bay , stream, shoreline, and lake
sediments were deposited.

During this episode, the Lifton shorelines

and some of the Garden City and Willis Ranch shorelines of Willard
(1959) and Williams, Willard, and Parker (1961, 1962) formed .

Further ,

the Lifton Episode is defined here to include the modern shorelines
and sediments of the present lake .

Bear Lake has naintained a level

and shoreline position very similar to the present since the beginning
of the Lifton Episode.
The Lifton Episode was initiated by downfaulting of the central
valley along the Bloomington Scarp and the Bear Lake fault zone.

Lower-

ing of the valley in the area of Mud Lake and Dingle Swamp permitted
occupation of low- lying areas by a shallow extension of Bear Lake.
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Offset of the Wardboro Loess and underlying sediments along the Bloomington Scarp and Bear Lake fault zone date the latest faulting at
approximately 8,000 years B. P. , or slightly older .

Local beach

facies at the toes of the fault scarps attest to reoccupation of the
area following faulting (figure 16) .
During the Lifton Episode, the present area of Bear Lake existed
as an open, deep lake, whereas the area to the north contained a
shallow bay with small, open lakes, similar to the modern Bear Lake
and Mud Lake .

Beach profiles (figures 16, 20, and 22) of the Lifton

shorelines, beach facies along the base of the Bloomington Scarp and
Bear Lake fault zone, and discontinuous beach facies along the crossvalley geologic sections place the maximum lake level of the Lifton
Episode near 5930 feet .

The concentric bars at the south end of the

valley near Laketown probably forwed as progradational storm beaches
during the Lifton Episode , thereby accounting for their position above
5930 feet and their fresh rrorphologic expression.

Their rrorphology and

lack of a loess mantle (Soil Conservation Service, 1976) date them as
post- Wardboro Episode.

Alternately, the higher (and older) concentric

bars may have formed during the Wardboro Episode if the bars formed
contemporaneously with deposition of the Wardboro Loess .
Several outlet channels , north of the present lake and south of
the valley constriction , drained Bear Lake during the Lifton Episode .
Three of these outlets were termed Bloomington , Black, and Red sloughs
be Williams, Willard, and Parker Cl961, 1962) .

The outlet channels

are lxally arcuate, but linear overall, and appear as stream cuts
filled with recent rrarsh sediments .

An auger boring , approximately two

miles east- southeast of Bloomington in the NWl.i, NWl.i , Sec. 30, T. 14 S.,
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R. 43 E., and a pit dug in the ground approximately 2. 8 miles southeast
of Blocmington in the SEJ.;,

NTh; ,

Sec . 36 , T. 14 S., R. 43 E., with ground

surface altitudes of about 5930 feet, slPw a thin organic soil of recent
marsh deposits lying above an unknown thickness of silty deposits ,
probably Wan:lboro Loess.

Er-osional remnants of the loess form linear

ridges west of Mud Lake and east of the Blocmington Scarp in the area
north of Spring Creek and south of Paris Creek (Plate l).

These linear

ridges have less tren five feet of relief above the sediment surface in
intervening channels .

The westernmost outlet channel of the Lifton

Episode lies along the toe of t he Bloomington Scarp in the area north
of Spring Creek and south of Paris Creek.
by ponds and JMrsh-filled crennel scars .

The outlet channel is JMrked
At least one other former

channel , approximately one mile east of the Bloomington Scarp and
immediately west of Mud Lake, is marked by elongate channel soars and
marshy areas .

North of Mud Lake , the meander scars of the former out-

let channels intersect and are difficult to separate , one from the
other.

Williams , Willard , and Parker (1961, 1962) reported that the

successive outlet channels migrated eastward in response to recurrent
faulting along the Bear Lake fault zone .

They inferred that the

easternmost channel was located at the site of the pre-canal outlet ,
which lies just west of the present outlet canal .
South of the westerrurost outlet scar of the Lifton Episode, alluvium
from Spring and St . Charles creeks has obliterated the former outlets .
Several concentric beaches have formed in the alluvium from these
streams , and lie east of St . Charles and immediately northwest of Bear
Lake .

These concentric beaches JMrk the northernmost shoreline of Bear

Lake proper during the Lifton Episode.

No continuous beach ridges
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can be traced north of the concentric beaches near 5930 feet, formed
during the Lifton Epi sode .

Thin , discontinuous sands north of the

Lifton barrier sequence (figure 16) are interpreted as localized beach
facies , fonned by wind- driven waves in small ponds and lakes within
a shallow lagoon .
Charles creeks ,

Numerous channel scars , cut by Spring and St .

ar~

clearly visible on aerial photographs (Agricultural

Stabilization and Ccnservation Servi ce , scale l: 20,000 ) and topographic
maps (U.S . Geological Survey , 1l2- minute quadrangles) of the area .

The

abandoned channel scars indicate that St . Charles Creek previously
flowed east- southeast

L~to

Bear Lake or the outlet sloughs , ru<d

Spring Creek previously flowed southeast and joined St . Charles Creek ,
prior to development of the concentric beaches .

Development of the

concentric beaches blocked eastward drainage and diverted the streams
northeastward around

~

concentric be.aches and into Mud Lake .

The

concentric beaches are locally dissected by stream cuts, indicating
Spring and St . Charles creeks flowed across the concentric beaches
after they formed , as well as around them.
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GIDL(X;IC HISTORY, PALEOGIDGRAPHY, AND CUMATE

Previous Interpretations
Major structural elements of the region of Bear lake Valley were
developed during the Laramide Orogeny, from the Late Cretaceous to
Early Tertiary.

Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks of the Bear River Range

were thrust faulted , and folded into nearly symmetrical anticlines and
synclines, whereas similar bedrock units in the Bear Lake Plateau and
Preuss Range were thrust faulted, tightly folded, and locally overturned.

The remainder of the Cenozoic Era was dominated by erosion

interrupted by sporedic uplift and deforrration.

Several post- Laramide

erosion cycles were recognized and defined by Mansfield (1927) in
southeastern Idaho .

Pre- Wasatch erosion truncated the previously

folded basement , and developed an extensive unconfonnity with relief
of over 1,350 feet in southeastern Idaho (Mansfield , 1927) and in
excess of 1,000 feet in northern Utah (Richardson , 1941).

The vlasatch

Group of Paleocene to Eocene age was deposited on this surface by
lakes and aggrading streams.

The upper surface of the Wasatch Group

was eroded to a nearly horizontal surface named the Snowdrift Peneplain
(Mansfield, 1927) .

This surface .as uplifted during Basin- and-Range

deformation in mid- Miocene t:irre ( Blackwelder , 1914 ; Mansfield, 1927) , and
widely dissected to form the Tygee erosion surface during the Snowdrift
erosion cycle (Mansfield, 1 927 ).

Miocene diastrcphism probabJy

initiated block (grevity) faulting in Bear lake Valley, forming a broad
basin in which the Salt lake Formati on accumulated during Late Pliocene ( ? )
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time (Mansfield, 1927; Williams, Willard, and Parker, 1961, 1962).
At the close of the Tertiary , the Salt Lake Formation filled Bear Lake
Valley and reached to present altitudes of

approxL~tely

on the flanks of the Bear River Range (Willard , 1959) .

7950 feet
The ensuing

Gannett erosion cycle began late in the Pliocene(?) , and, according
to Mansfield (1927), was responsible for the establishment of the
present drainage patterns and superposition of the Bear River across
the structures of the region.

Stream dissection and valley excavation

contjnued during two more episodes of erosion , the Elk Valley and
Fork erosion cycles .

~y

Uplift at the close of the Dry Fork cycle caused

rejuvination of the region, and set the stage for canyon
onset of the Blackfoot erosion cycle.

cut~ing

at the

large alluvial fans between

Bennington and Georgetown were attributed to arid climatic conditions
after canyon- cutting of the Blackfoot erosion cycle (M3nsfield, 1927) .
The alluvial fans are new known to be pediments, first identified by
~lilliams ,

Willard, and Parker (19 61 , 1962).

The third and final episode

of the Blackfoot cycle was named the St . Charles glacial episode
(Mansfield, 1927).

The St. Charles glacial episode was a period of

wetter and cooler climatic conditions causing glaciation in the Bear
River Range and surrcunding areas .

During this episode, a glacier in

St . Charles Canyon advanced to a point , marked by a terminal moraine ,
7. 5 miles west of the canyon rrouth (Mansfield , 1927 ).

It was during

the St . Charles glacial episode that Bear Lake was believed to have
attained its maximum level (Mansfield , 1927; Willard , 1959; Williams,
Willard, and Parker , 1961, 1962 ) .

Under the influence of persisting

moist climatic conditions, post- glacial erosion renewed dissection of
the area, and presumably cut through the pediment threshold near
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Bennington, resulting in successively lower lake levels (Mansfield,
1927; 1'/illiams, Willard, and Parker, 1961, 1962).
Ancestral Bear Lake Basin
Lake sediments of the Wasatch Group and Salt Lake Formation in and
near Bear Lake Valley, show that lakes have existed in the area since
the Early Tertiary .

The ancestral Bear Lake basin undoubtedly formed as

a result of tectonism that created a closed drainage basin that resulted
in deposition of the Salt Lake Formation in the valley.

Pre-Salt Lake

faulting probably was the rrost important factor in initial development
of the valley, but deep dissection in the surrounding ranges shows that
stream erosion h3.s contributed greatly to modification of the valley
margins and aggradation of sediments in the valley center.
faults parallel the mountain fronts (Plate l) .

Numerous

At the south end of

the valley, immediately northeast of Laketown, Richardson(l94l) napped
an east-northeast trending gravity fault, of undetermined displacement ,
which transects the north-south valley trend .

The northeast trending

rilnge indicated by seismic-reflection profiles of the bottom of Bear
Lake (Skeen, 1975) also transects the valley trend.

The orientations

of the faults strongly imply that Bear Lake Valley has been a graben
throughout its history.

The presence of the structural hinge, the

progradational deposits above it, and other seismic data (Skeen, 1975),
suggest that the south part of the valley has subsided most .
Relief in ancestral Bear Lake basin was probably high, even after
deposition of the Salt Lake Formation, because presently there is
over 2000 feet of relief between the highest peak of the Bear River
Range (Naomi Peak , 9980 feet) and the highest outcrop of Salt Lake
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deposits in the Bear River Range (7850 feet) .

Before and after de-

position of the Salt I.ake Formation in the valley, relief was probably
even greater than the present.

Steep and rugged valley walls prior

to deposition of the Bear I.ake Group are indicated by rapid basinward
thickening of subsurface sediments along the valley margins, and present
relief.
Drainage in ancestral Bear I.ake Valley has been directed northward
for a considerable length of time .

Mansfield ' s (1927) interpretation

that the Bear River began development of its present course during the
Late Pliocene seems reasonable, as it provides sufficient time for the
Bear River to cut through the folded bedrock of the Bear I.ake Plateau
and Preuss Range east of Bear I.ake Valley.

Whether or not the Bear

River was superposed on the structures of the region is uncertain .

The

present course appears to be rather well adjusted to the folded
structures of the Bear I.ake Synclinorium.

The sinuous course of the

river also may have developed through headward erosion , influenced by
structural weaknesses or lithologic variations in the

st~ta

exposed

along the folded structures of the area, i.e., a subsequent stream
origin.

The location of the valley outlet, northwest of GeorgetCMn ,

appears essentially unchanged from its position established following
deposition of the Salt I.ake Formation in Bear I.ake Valley.

Only two

possible alternate channels are present north of Bennington .

One is

about one mile east of the present outlet, but no stream deposits or
evidence of large outflow are present there .

The Bear River also

may have been diverted, for a short time, into Nounan Valley through
the bedrock pass just west of GeorgetCMn (Figure 11; Table 5) .

The

pediments east of the linear portion of the Bear River truncate the
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Salt Lake Formation and must postdate that unit.

The linear course of

the Bear River along the west edge of the pediments may have resulted
from structural control.

Faulting here may have enhanced pediment

formation through westward tiltu1g of the Salt Lake Formation.
Origin and Development of Bear Lake
At least four episodes in the history of Bear Lake are recorded
by the unconsolidated nearsurface sediments, each episode forming a
representative stre.tigraphic unit in northern Bear Lake Valley.

Table

5 indica.t es the episodes and the related changes in the altitude of the
valley outlet, from the Ovid Episode to the present.

It is important

to note that nor·thern Bear Lake Valley contained only shallow lakes
during the lake episodes described here.
Warm, dry climatic conditions , in which evaporation exceeds
precipitation and surface runoff, favor development of pediments and
alluvial fans.

Such conditions reduce vegetation cover, promote erosion ,

and increase the likelihood of mudflows during infrequent, intense
rainfall.

The pediments between Bennington and Georgetown, and the

old alluvial fans along the east side of Bear Lake, probably formed
during arid or semiari d climatic conditions , similar to those described
above , that followed deposition of the Salt Lake Formation (Mansfield,

1927; Williams, Willard, and Parker, 1961 , 1962).

Soil development on

the old alluvial fans in North and South Eden canyons is similar to the
development of the soils on the thin (awroximately 15 feet according
to Williams, Willard , and Parker, 1961, 1962) gravels capping the
pediments between Bennington and Georgetown, which suggests that
these deposits are similar in age .

Soils at both locations have
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developed in coarse alluvium derived from carbonate, quartzite , and
sandstone bedrock .

The soils are three to six feet thick , occupy

moderate slopes with western exposure, and lie between altitudes of 6000
and 6200 feet (Poulson

~~d

Derrick , 1926 ; Soil Conservation Service ,

1976) .
The earliest unconsolidated deposits penetrated in Bear Lake

Valley consist of rrarsh sediments (silty sediments beneath Bear Lake)
in southern Bear Lake Valley , and ID3I'Sh, bay , and stream deposits in the
bread portion of northern Bear Lake Valley , south of t he pediments
between BP..nnington and Georgetown .

Prior to downcutting across the toes

of the pedim~1ts , the valley outlet stood at an altitude of 5990 ± 10
feet (Figure 8) , and probably was controlled by the Triassic Thaynes
Formation which prevented rapid downcutting of the easily eroded
Salt Lake Formation immediately downstream.

Clayey sediments of the

Lanark Formation at 5973 feet , in northern Bear Lake Valley , indicate
that the valley bottom was not far below the outlet , and also not far
beloH the Hater table , i . e ., no lake

1-BS

present.

This suggests that

floH of the Bear River was less than i ts present floH .
not overflow the present outlet .

Perhaps it did

In any case , the similar altitudes of

the bay and marsh deposits of the Ovi d Formation , the clayey sequence
of the Lanark Formation, and the marshy silt sequence beneath Bear
Lake may be correlative with f ormation of the pediments between Bennington and Georgetown.
With a return to moister climatic conditions, flow of the Bear
River increased.

This increased flow at the outlet in the north and

resulted in downcutting across the toes of the pediments.

Before down-

cutting of the out let had progressed very far , the valley south of the
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threshold must have been downfaulted, and a lake with a surface altitude
near 5985 feet must have formed, at least along the east side of Bear
Lake Valley from the vicinity of Dingle, south.

Faulting along the

west margin of the valley, west of the Bloomington Scarp, may have
accompanied faulting along the Bear Lake fault zone at this time.

The

delta surfaces at North and South Eden canyons, and the delta- like
terrace at Dingle Cemetery all have similar altitudes, and lie east
of at least two fault scarps along the Bear Lake fault zone, with
total relief of about 70 feet, down to the west.
similar histories .

They probably had

A northeast trending branch of the Bear lake

fault zone intersects the delta-like terrace at Dingle Cemetery, but
results in no offset of the terrace, even though a distinct 20 foot
scarp ca.'l be traced to the edge of the terrace (Plate l) .

Therefore,

the delta-like terrace and accordant deltaic surfaces at North and South
Eden canyons must post- date faulting along the easternmost scarp of the
Bear Lake fault zone, and were deposited in Bear Lake near 5985 feet .
Eastward thickening of the Ovid Formation in northern Bear Lake
Valley and greater relative depth of the sul:merged silty marsh sequence
along the east side of Bear Lake indicate downfaulting and/or tilting
was greatest along the east side and at the south end of Bear Lake
Valley .

Differential lowering by southeastward tilting and/or faulting

caused flooding of the lower portions of the valley , indicated by the
abrupt change in the deep-water sequence of Bear Lake from silty marsh
sediments to deep-water carbonates (Biesinger, 1973).

Recurrent

faulting along the Bear Lake fault zone is also suggested by the alternate silty (lagoon and marsh) and clayey (lake) units of the Ovid Formation.
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The Rainbow Gravel extends belCM ground surface at least to 5885
feet, east of the Bear Lake fault zone, a=rding to logs of water wells
(Idaho Department of Water Resources) .

This level is near the altitude

of the upper surface of the Ovid Formation , west of the Bear Lake fault
zone , even witrout compensation for offset along the fault zone .

There-

fore, the Rainbow Gravel rray have partially damned the east side of the
valley south of Dingl e , and contributed to the development of shallow
lakes to the south .

However , the pediment threshold between Bennington

and Georgetown indicates that the Thaynes Formation held base level
•,.rell above the altitude of the Rainbow Gravel, and >as the rrajor control
in lake developrrent to the south, during the Ovid Episode.

By the

close of the Ovid Episode , the pediment threshold had been lowered to
approximately 594S feet, and must have been bedrock controlled (Thaynes
Formation).

The northern valley floor was graded to a nearly horizontal

surface in the vicinity of the southern geologic section , but sloped
eastward in the vicinity of the northern geologic section (Plate 2).
A generalized structure- contour map of the upper surface of the Ovid
Formation (Figure 12) indicates that i ts surface slopes eastward
towards the Bear Lake f ault zone .
The end of the Ovi d Episode and t he beginning of the Liberty
Episode is marked by a distinct change in t he depositional regirre from
marsh and bay to open , shallow-lake conditions in northern Bear Lake
Valley , from at least t he vicinity of the southern geol ogi c section
north to t he valley constri ction .

The thi ck blanket of sand of the

Liberty Formation probably was deposit ed during basinward progradation
in shallow water , base d on modern distributions of sediments in Bear
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Lake.

Creation of a shallow lake south of the outlet, previously

lowered to 5945 feet during the Ovid Episode, may have come about in
three ways.

The valley may have been lowered, relative to the outlet,

by faulting and/or tilting; the outlet may have been dammed; or, a
climatic chill1ge to cooler, wetter conditions may have caused the lake
to expand.
Between the valley constriction near Bennington and the valley
outlet northwest of Georgetown, several fault scarps, and lineations
suggestive of faults (Plate 1), indicate that this portion of the valley
may have been the locus for downfaulting and/or tilting of the broad
valley to the south.

The linear channel of the Bear River trends north-

northwest through more than six miles across the pedimented Salt Lake
Fornation north of Pescadero, and its linear trend coincides with the
Dingle Scarp when projected south- southwest to Dingle and the entrance
of the Bear River (Plate 1).

Approximately 0. 7 mile northwest of

Pescadero is a previously unmapped fault that trends north-northwest.
This fault forms a conspicuous east-facing scarplet, down to the east ,
approximately 15 feet high across an alluvial fan .

The fault can be

traced about 0. 6 mil e northward where it intersects the linear channel
of the Bear River , and about 0.4 mile southward where it appears to
turn southwest for another 0. 7 mile (Plate 1).

East of the scarplet,

the offset fan rests on older alluvium and slopewash along the west
margin on the valley.

The upper surface of the older alluvi um lies

near 6080 feet , which corresponds to the altitude range (6000 to 6200
feet) of the gpavel veneer on the pediments to the east, across the
Bear River (Plate l ).

Therefore, the offset alluvial fan rests on

deposits which are about t he sam: age as the pediment s between
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Bennington and Georgetown.

Furthermore, faulting of the alluvial

fan probably took place after formation of the pediments .

Several

discontinuous lineations, trending north1o1est, parallel to the Bear
River , lie approximately 0. 5 mile east of the river between Bennington
and Georgetown .

These lineations are generally 0 . 2 to 0.4 mile long ,

cut across the toes of the dissected pediment surfaces, are down to
the west, and have offsets less than 5 feet to more tran 20 feet .
the vicinity of pediment profile C (figure 8 ; Plate

l)

In

a north-north-

east trending lineation that cuts the toes of the pediment surfaces
forms an east- facing scarp up to 40 feet high, tha.t appears to extend
southward for more than two miles across the Bear River ( Plate 1) .
Other scarp-like lineations are also present in ·this area.

Therefore ,

lowering of the broad valley south of the valley constr·iction by
faulting , appears possible , in view of the positive evidence thereof .
However, the total vi sible offset along known or suspected faults does
not appear sufficient , unless southward tilting also

viaS

involved.

No darns (e . g . , landslide, slump , alluvial fan , etc . ) or remnants
of darns large enough to block the Bear River have been found on opposite
sides of the channel anywhere between the valley constriction and the
valley outlet.
Following fault ing, deltas fonned along the east side of Bear
Lake to 5985 feet during the later part of the Ovid Episode .

A return

to cooler and moister climatic conditions concluded deposition of the
Ovid Formation by causing downcutting of the outlet , due to increased
flow of the Bear River.

Mansfield (1927 ) associated expansion of Bear

Lake with Late Pleistocene glaciation.

A Pleistocene glacial origin

seems reasonable , and is tentatively accepted here, based on the

c14
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age of 27,400 years B. P. obtained from shells within the Ovid Format ion.
The thickness of the Liberty Formation is illustrated by the
isopachous map in Figure 14 .

The thick accumulation of sand indicates

that a protracted stand of the lake near 5945 feet following lowering
of the valley south of the valley oonstriction , and/or climatic change,
so that a persistant threshold was encountered at that level during
outflow to the north.

It seems unlikely that Salt Lake Forrra.tion or

regality could maintain such
unless

t~e

a~

outlet at the north end of the valley

climate were sufficiently arid that the Bear River did not

exit from the valley.

The volume of the sediments of the Liberty For-

mation exceeds 0.6 cubic mile.

This indicates that considerable sand

was transported into Bear Lake Valley by the Bear River and/or by
streams draining the surrounding ranges .

It seems likely that such

a large quantity of sediment , and sufficient water to nove so much
bedload would be related to a glacial climate. This interpretation is
14
supported by the c dates previously discussed.
The Triassic Thaynes Formation forms a transverse barrier across
the Bear River west of Georgetown (Figure 4) where it crops out along
both sides of the present cha'lilel , at and above 5945 feet.

Upstream,

approximately 3. 5 miles nort hwest of Bennington, the Thaynes Formation
forms a nickpoint where the channel steepens downstream in the farthest
upstream area of outcrop of the Thaynes Formati on on botlt sides of the
Bear River (Figure 4).

This nickpoint may have originated farther

downstream by fault ing in the vicinity of Georgetown.

The aligrunent

of the low divide connecting Nounan and Bear Lake valleys (Figure ll) ,
the ledge of Thaynes Format i on west of Georgetown, and Georgetown Canyon
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(Plate 1) provides a possible site for an east- west trending fault.

An east- west gravity fault in this location could be responsible f or
formation of the nickpoint .

In any event , the resistant Thaynes For-

mation provides the most probable resistant threshold for the Liberty
Episode .

Establishment of the outlet on the resistant Thaynes For-

mation slowed downcutting of the outlet sufficiently to allow aggradation of the Liberty Formtion and Rainbow Gravel.

Slow downcutting of

-che outlet, gradual waning of rroist cLimatic conditions , or progradation of the fan- like alluvial divide formed by deposits of the Bear
River west of the entrance of the Bear River , and/or sout hward tilting
may have caused or oontributed to the eventual restriction of Bear
Lake to the south half of the valley.

The recession of the lake by

about 10 feet during the Liberty Episode i s documented by lower shorelines south of St . Charles , and perhaps some of the higher beach ridges
at the south end of Bear Lake.

In any event , the low- lying alluvium

separated Bear Lake fran the Bear River once again, and the Bear River
continued

downcuttL~

at the outlet .

Shorelines of the Liberty Episode are characteristically subdued due
to their cover of loess and subsequent degradation .

Hcwever, sorre Liberty

shorelines may have formed during deposition of the loess, and therefore
lack a silt cover.

Such an origin is possible for the subdued, higher

concentric bars at the south end of the valley.
Deposition of the Wardboro l.Dess rray have coincided in part with the
end of the Liberty Episode, but continued past that time as shewn by the
cover of loess on the Liberty Formation.

This deposition was followed by

faulting along the Bloomington Scarp and the Bear Lake fault zone .

The

resulting offset of the Wardboro l.Dess and underlying units was 15 to 30
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feet along the Bloomington Scarp and about 5 feet along the Dingle Scarp .
Bay and Ili3X'Sh sediments (undifferentiated sediments) of the Lifton
Episode lie east of the Bloomington Scarp and west of the Dingle Scarp
from the southern to northern geologic section (Plates l and 2) , and thereby document reoccupation of northern Bear Lake Valley by a shallow bay .
At the time of faulting the valley outlet had been lowered at least to
about 5930 feet by continued downcutting of the Bear River, because
no beach or bay facies of the Lifton Episode are known above that
altitude within the limits defined by faults initiating the most
recent lake episode .

Il::Mnfaulting of northern Bear Lake Valley, and

thereby the alluvial divide formed by deposits of the Bear River,
allowed Bear Lake to extend north and fonn a shallow bay.

The deep

portion of Bear Lake must have occupied a position south of the present
northern shorelines , because bay and !113X'Sh sediments (undifferentiated
sediments) extend southward beneath the modern storm beach (Figure
16).

The northeast trending hinge (Figure 10) indicated by seismic-

reflection data (Skeen, 1975) in northern Bear Lake may have been the
northern edge of a deep lake to the south.

The clayey sediments below

recent beach deposits and above the Liberty Formation along the southern
geologic section (Plate 2) show that Bear Lake and the bay to the north
were not separated by a barrier until several feet of lagoonal and marsh
deposits had accumulated in the shallow bay.
The contact between the Wardboro Loess and the Bear Lake Group
is offset 25 to 30 feet across the Bloomington Scarp at profile GG '
(Figure 16; Plate l) , approxinately 2 7 feet across the Bloomington Scarp
at the middle geologic section (Plates land 2), 15 feet across the
Bloomington Scarp at the northern geologic section (Plates land 2),
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and approximately 5 feet across the Dingle Scarp at the middle geologic section (Plates 1 and 2).

The eastward slope of the contact

between the Wardlx:>ro Loess and the Bear lake Group (Liberty Formation)
suggests tilting to the east in northern Bear Lake Valley, initiating
northward drainage, from Bear lake, along the west side of the valley.
Several concentric beaches east of St. Charles and northwest of
the present lake mark the northernmost limits of Bear lake during the
Lifton Episode.

The distribution and orientation of these beaches

show they developed opposite St . Charles Canyon.

Prior to development

of the concentric beaches, St. Charles and Spring creeks probably
flowed directly east into Bear lake or the outlet sloughs.

Building

of the concentric beaches opposite the mouths of the streams diverted
St . Charles and Spring creeks to the northeast.

Although sediment was

available for beach development east of St . Charles, no barrier was
built across the north end of Bear lake during the early part of the
Lifton Episode, as shown by continuous deposits of silt, clay, and
peat below the modern storm beach and above the Warclboro Loess
(Plate 2 ; Figure 16).
The present barrier beach at the north end of Bear lake is very
similar to coastal-plain barriers which may serve as a model for
interpretation.

Barriers originate in shallow water by development of

spits due to longshore currents along the shore and across bays,

a~d/or

by accretion of wave-deposited sediments (Shepard, 1960; Shelton, 1973),
particularly during stoTinS .

In Bear lake Valley the strongest winds

are from the north and from the south which reflects the valley' s
orientation and topography.

Northerly winds were a major factor in the

development of longshore drift, believed to have formed the concentric
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bars at the south end of the valley (Willard, 1959).

The development

of low offshore bars up to two feet high in shallow water (less than
10 feet) during low-water conditions of the sU1111lEr of 1977, readily
show that fluctuations in the lake level, southerly winds, and
occasional

sto~s

end of the lake.

are sufficient for beach formation at the north
Once offshore bars have been developed they provide

the necessary foundation for beach building.

Lake fluctuations during

the Lifton Episode could have been brought about in several ways, such
as downcutting of the outlet, faulting, or slight climatic variations.
Olive-gray sand and silt, with no gravel, constitute the rrodern
stormbeach ridge through approximately two-thirds of the distance eastward across the north shore.

Iark yellowish-br<Mn sand, silt, and

gravel extend from the east shore approximately one-third of the
distance westward to the vicinity of the jetty 0. 9 mile east of the
Lifton Pumping Station .

Olive-gray sand and silt of the Bear Lake

Group He along the west margin of the valley, whereas dark yella,.,ish
brown sand and silt of the Bear Lake Group are present elsewhere.

Furthermore the steep escarpment of the Bear Lake Plateau supplies a
large arrount of gravel.

Colors of the sediments, and the distribution

of gravel along the northern beach suggest a dominance of H ttoral
drift to the east, except in the extreme east where the shoreline
curves to the southeast.

Several older beach ridges, north of the

present storm beach (Figures 16 and 20), have crests as l!Rlch as two
feet below the rrodern storm beach.

These ridges document the southward

migration of the shoreline and its response to fluctuating water levels
during progradation.
actively forming.

The present storm beach still appears to be

It is six to eight feet high (which is approximately
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equal to its thiclaless ), rests upon earlier undifferentiated tay
and JJBrSh deposits , and has a fresher rrorphologic expression than
the ridges farther north.
Continued downcutting of the valley outlet , jX)Ssible accompanied
by recurrent fault ing along the Bear lake fau lt zone, indicated by
recent scarplets , has led to successive eastward migration of the
outlet sloughs draining Bear lake during the Lifton Episode, and
diversion of the Bear River to a jX)Sition north of the low , fan- like
dejX)sit of alluvium which lies just west of t he entrance of the Bear
River (Williams, Willard, and Parker , 1961, 1962).
Regional Pleistocene Events

The Bear River supplies approximately 913 , 000 acre-feet (approxirrately 54 percent ) of the surface inflow to Gr>eatSalt lake (Madison,
1969 ).

The river is generally recognized as a major contributor to

lake Bonneville during the late Pleistocene.

The Bear River has flowed

north out of Bear lake Valley for a considerable length of time .

North

of Bear lake Valley , the Bear River flower through Gem, Gentile , and
Mound valleys .

Bright (1963 , 1967) showed t hat the Bear River once

flowed into the Snake River by way of the Portneuf River Gorge , until
the gorge was blocked by lava flows near lava Hot Springs over 34,000
years ago.

Blockage of the Portneuf Gorge diverted the Bear River into

Gem and Gentile valleys to fonn lake Thatcher, which subsequently rose
to an altitude of 5350 feet about 32,500 years ago (Bright, 1963, 1967).
lake Thatcher receded from that level, and later rose again to approximately 5445 feet about 27 , 000 years ago, overflowed its south rim,
cut a deep gorge through the Oneida Narrows , and thenby diverted
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the Bear River into the l'ormeville resin (Bright, 1963, 1967).

Cap-

ture of the Bear River is believed to have raised the level of lake
Bonneville above its northern rim at Red Rock Pass, causing the welldocumented Bonneville Flood (Bright, 1963, 1965, 1967 ; Malde, 1965,
1968).

The Bonneville Flood is believed to have occl.lr'red approxinately

30,000 years ago (Malde, 1965, 1968; Richmond and others, 1965), or
perhaps 18,000 years ago (Bright, 1963, 1967; Bright and Rubin, 1965).
Furthenrore, the possibility of J!Klre than one overflow of Lake Bormeville at Red Rock Pass has been suggested (Morrison, 1966; Broecker and

Kaufrran, 1965; Williams and Milligan, 1968).

Controversy over the

age and number of overflows of lake Bonneville has not yet been
resolved.

However, the fluctuations in the levels of lake Thatcher

and lake Bormeville have undoubtedly resulted from fluctuations in
the flow of the Bear River .

Both cl:illatic and accidental events have

influenced fluctuations in the flow of the Bear River.

Nevertheless,

the better known sequences downstream nay help date events in Bear
lake Valley lvhere radianetric dates are scarce.
Bright (1963) calculated that the flow of the Bear River was
necessary to raise the level of Lake Thatcher to 5445 feet and cause
it to overflow.

His results indicate that the Bear River had a

substantial flow downstream from Bear Lake Valley between 34,000 and
27,000 years ago.

lDwering of Lake Thatcher approxinately 32,000

years ago marked a loss of inflow of the Bear River, which could have
resulted from reoccupation of the former charmel through the Portneuf
Gorge, or from climatic variation (Bright, 1963) .

Lowering of Lake

'Thatcher also nay have resulted from confinement of the Bear River in
Bear Lake Valley following downfaulting of Bear Lake Valley during
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the Ovid Episode or from warmer, drier (interstadial?) conditions at
that time.

Impoundment of the Bear River within Bear l.ake Valley

fits well with the cl 4 age of 27 , 400 years B.P. obtained from shell
material within the Ovid Fonnation.

Reoccupation of the Portneuf

Gorge is possible , however, and would place no restraints on the
events in Bear l.ake Valley.

Worldwide climatic fluctuations near

30,000 years agp are indicated by the Camp Century ice core (Dansgaard
and others , 1969).

A relatively low o18 ;o 16 ratio shortly before

30,000 years B.P., followed by a rise in the ol8;ol6 ratio at
approximately 30,000 years ago, in turn followed by a fall in the
ratio shortly thereafter, indicates cooling, warming, and cooling,
respectively (Dansgaard and others , 1969).

Such a trend is suggestive

of glacial advances and retreat, and may explain the fluctuations in
l.ake Thatcher.
The high discharge of the Bear River inferred from data obtained

at l.ake Thatcher suggests that arid conditions no longer persisted
in the region 34,000 years ago.

The Bull Lake- Pinedale interglacial

began approximately 35,000 years ago in the Rocky Hountains and persisted long enough for the ProJJOntory Soil to form (Hunt, Varnes, and
Thomas, 1953; Bissell, 1963; Morrison, 196lb, 1965a, 1965c;
Birkland, Crandell, and Richl!Ond, 1971).

The Bull Lake-Pinedale

interstadial coincides with the interstadial indicated by relatively
high ol8;ol6 ratios of the Camp Century ice core between 35,000 and
29,000 years B.P. (Dansgaard and others, 1969).

The pediments and

old alluvial fans in northern Bear l.ake Valley may have formed
during this period of warmer, drier climatic conditions.
The mass deaths of freshwater snails , especially Carinifex newberryi
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(Lea),

in Bear Lake Valley approximately 8,000 years ago (Williams,

Willard, and Parker, 1961, 1962) occurred shortly after abrupt, worldwide warming at the close of the Wisconsinan Stage , approximately
11,000 cl4 years B.P.

(Broecker, Ewing, and Heezen, 1960).

Further,

the mass deaths closely approximate the Hypsithennal interval , defined
by I:eevey and Flint (1957) for an interval of prevailingly warmer
temperatures , approximately 9, 000 to 2 , 500 years B. P. (Flint, 1971,
p. 524) .

The Hypsithennal (Altithennal of Antevs, 1948), spanned

the period from 7, 000 to 4,500 years B. P. in northern Utah (Williams,
1956).

The mass deaths of freshwater snails in Bear Lake Valley may

have resulted from extensive desiccation of Bear Lake during the
warmer Hypsithennal period following the Wisconsinan Stage.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
High-standing alluvial-fan rerrmants between 6040 and 6200 feet,
and dissected pediment surfaces between 5990 and 6200 feet indicate
that the rrost recent lacustrine interval in Bear L3ke Valley developed
in response to increasingly wetter and cooler climatic conditions
following an interglacial or interstadial.

Shells from the Ovid

Formation, dated at 27,400 years B.P., suggest a somewhat greater
age for the beginning of this lacustrine interval in Bear L3ke Valley.
Assuming the pediments and alluvial fans were forrred during an arid
interstadial, perhaps between 35,000 and 29,000 years ago, a Middle
Wisconsinan age (i.e., la1:e Altonian-early Farmdalian) is tentatively
proposed.

Accordingly, the rrost recent lacustrine interval in Bear

L3ke Valley may have begun during the Farmdalian substage under
rroister climatic conditions .

Such an age does not preclude the

possibility of older lake sediments in deeper portions of the valley
as suggested by thick accumulations of unconsolidated sediments within

Bear Lake Valley .
Stratigraphic and rrorphologic evidence documents at least four
distinct episodes within Bear Lake Valley, following and perhaps partly
synchronous with developrent of pediments and early alluvial fans.
Deposits of the four episodes are superposed and sufficiently different
from previously inferred units to warrant three new stratigraphic
narres.

The names of tvD formerly proposed shorelines are suppressed.

In order of occurrence from oldest to youngest , the episodes are:
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1.)

Ovid Episode; maximum altitude 5990 ± 10 feet.

2.)

Liberty Episode; maximum altitude approxiirately 5945 feet.

3.)

Wardboro Episode; maximum altitude approxiirately 5935 feet.

4.)

Lifton Episode; maximum altitude approxiirately 5930 feet.

The Ovid Episode was a period of widespread bay and marsh conditions in Bear Lake Valley.

faulting and tilting of the basin during

the Ovid Episode lowered the valley differentially, truncated alluvial
fans along the east side of the valley, diverted tl1e Bear River into
the southern half of the valley, and impounded deeper water in the
eastern and southern portions of the valley.

Old pediment surfaces

between Bennington and Georgetown were downcut as the Bear River cut
through the Thaynes outlet d=nstream, thereby lowering tase level
and permitting dissection of the pedin-ents.
The most extensive lake developed during the Liberty Episode,

probably due to climatic change.

The Bear River was partly impounded

behind a threshold , probably located on the Triassic Thaynes formation
near Georgeto\hn.

This condition maintained a shallow lake in northern

Bear Lake Valley long enough for deposition of an extensive blanket
of sand (Liberty formation, sandy part of Lanark formation) and gravel
(Rainbow Gravel).

At no time during the episodes described here,

did a deep lake exist in northern Bear Lake Valley, not even during
the Liberty Episode .

The lake gradually receded, either due to

slow downcutting of the valley outlet or waning moist climatic
conditions , until Bear Lake became trapped south of a low, fan-shaped
alluvial divide, opposite the entrance of the Bear River near Dingle.
The Wardboro Loess, probably locally derived from older exposed
lake beds , covered the shoreline deposits exposed by the receding lake.
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later, faulting offset the loess and older lake sediments along the
Bloomington and Dingle scarps.

'This lowering of the central valley

floor by approxinately 5 to 30 feet, with slight westward tilting,
initiated the Lifton Episode.

M3.rshes and shallow J::ays reoccupied the

broad portion of northern Bear La.'<e Valley, east of the Bloomington
Scarp and west of the Dingle Scarp.
during the Lifton Episode .

A deep lake lay to the south

Since inception of the Lifton Episode, a

deep lake has occupied the same position now occupied by Bear Lake,
south of the hinge line shown in Figure 10.
Unlike pluvial lakes Thatcher and Bonneville, which formed in
closed basins and were therefore regulated by climatic fluctuations,

Bear Lake Valley remained open essentially throughout the episodes
described above, after the early part of the Ovid Episode, with
northward drainage along the Bear River (Table 5).
Recurrent diastrophism and downcutting of the valley outlet
account for !Tl3.jor fluctuations and =k the boundaries between
episodes .

The hinge trending northeast , in the northern half of

Bear Lake (Figure 10) indicates the southern third of the valley has
been lowered nore rapidly than the broad portion of northern Bear
Lake Valley.

'This hinge offers a reasonable explanation for differential

lowering of the southern half of Bear Lake Valley and for the asyrrmetry
of the lake ' s bottom.
Offset of the contact of the Wardboro Loess and Bear Lake Gr>oup
indicates the valley was tilted slightly west during downfaulting of
the valley center along the Bloomington and Dingle scarps .

'This

established the early Lifton drainage through the western Bloomington
Slough (cf. Williams, Willard , and Parker , 1961 , 1962) .

Recent faulting

•

I
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along the Bear Lake fault zone, 1T13r'ked by as many as three scarplets
in recent alluviwn, suggests a rrechanism for eastward migration of the
Lifton outlet of Bear L3ke and diversion of the Bear River northward
along the east side of the valley (cf. Williams, Willard, and Parker,
1961, 1962).
In the history of Bear L3ke Valley, at least two periods of

faulting have been recognized within the past 35,000 years.

The most

recent activity probably occurred within the last 8,000 years (the
western fault scarp of the Bear L3ke fault zone, at North Eden delta,
probably is less than 500 years old, based on its steepness, and minor
dissection).

An average recurrence interval of 17,000 to 18,000

years for major faulting is suggested by these dates.

The tectonic

activity of the valley and its marginal faults should be an important
consideration in developrrent of Bear L3ke Valley as a major recreational
area.

This study provides a stratigraphic franew::>rk for understanding
the recent geologic history of Bear L3ke Valley.

Stratigraphic

evidence presented here redefines earlier work based chiefly on
morphologic data, and suggests that a glacial age for origin of
Bear L3ke, first proposed by Mansfield (1927), is essentially correct.
Later lake fluctuations appear to have been partly dependent on climatic
changes, but primarily responsive to diastrophism and to downcutting
of the outlet.
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Figure 1. Index map showing location of study area , localities
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the study area .
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Figure 3. Jet- pump drilling equipment in use: (1) rrotor and jet- pump,
(2) ~- inch diameter galvanized drilling pipe, (3) pipe-visemount ed handle , ( 4) reinforced outlet hose , ( 5) reinforced
inlet hose , (6 ) settling basins lined with plastic, (7)
55-gallon drums for water supply , (8) water- feed hose from
55- gallon drums to rear settling basin.
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Figure 5. Bedrock surfaces with slickenslides (arrows), east of Mud
lake along the Bear lake fault zone . View southeast, photo
taken by R. Q. Oaks.
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Figure 6. Nugget Sandstone exposed at a low- water level of Bear Lake
(approx.:i.rnately 5915 feet) marking the location of a plane of
the Bear lake fault zone, south of South Eden Creek . View
north, photo taken by R. Q. Oaks.
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Figure 7 . Aerial view of the arcuate shoreline of Indian Creek delta .
View south- southwest , photo taken by R. Q. Oaks .
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Figure 12. Generalized structure-contour map of the upper surface of
the Ovid Formation and the clayey sequence of the Lanark
Formation in northern Bear Lake Valley .
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Figure 15. Wardboro Loess exposed along the west bank of the Rainbow
Inlet Canal immediately south of the Dingle Road and opposite
the type locality, view west. Rainbow Gravel ( 1) lies below
the Wardboro Loess ( 2 ) .
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Figure 16 . Selected profiles and cross-sections through past and present shorelines of Bear Lake .
locations of profiles GG ' and JJ' are shown in Plate 1.
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Figure 17 . Beach profiles, adapted from Willard (1959) and Williams, Willard, and Parker (1961, 1962) .
Inset profiles shown at 40X vertical exaggeration as presented by the original authors .
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mile south of the intersection of U.S. Highway 89 and Utah Highway 30, east of Garden City .
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APPENDIX B

Tables

Table l. Mean climatic data for northern Bear Lake Valley, Idaho (U.S. Weather Bureau, 1964).
Mean Annual
Snc:Mfall
(inches )

Mean Annual
Temperature
(degrees F)

Mean Maximum
Temperature
(degrees F)

Mean Minimum
Temperature
(degrees F)

9.63

46.2

41.8

54.8

28.8

Montpelier Ranger Station
(1931- 1951); (5943)

13 . 81
-

62 . 8
-

41.4
-

59.0
-

26 . 7
-

Average

11 . 72

54. 5

41.6

56.9

27.8

Location and Altitude
(feet) of Station
Lifton Pumping Station
(1931- 1951); (5926)

Mean Annual Total
Precipitation
(inches)

>-'
w
0

Table 2. Stratigraphy of Bear lake Valley and the surrounding region.
Unit

Age

~0

&

~ .,..;.,

Undifferentiated
Seclim=nts
Wardboro Loess

Thickness
(feet)
Variable
ll

<' •

.,.,00
N

0
0:

<lJ

UJ

0'

<lJ
rl
p..

~

c'l

t:

N

0

Ul

~

Ul

::J
0

~

:::>

Grtwel, sand, silt , and clay ; olive gray, brownish gray,
and dark yellowish brown; unconsolidated freshwater
deposits; highly calcareous locally; fossiliferous .

Salt lake Formation

3000

Conglomerates , mudstones , and tuffaceous shales ; white
to light gray; calcareous matrix.

Wasatch Group

3000

Conglomerates and sandstones ; reddish; local beds of
limestone, shale, and tuff; boulders of Paleozoic
quartzite and limestone in conglomerates .

Wayan Formation

7000

Continental conglomerates, sandstones , shales , and
limestones .

Bear River

3000

Shale with interbedded limestone and sandstone ; fissil
and carbonaceous .

Fornation

<lJ

;;J

~

~

vlindblown silt with minor sand , clay and shell fragrrents; pale to dark yellowish brown.

1200

~

.,00.,

Unconsolidated gravel , sand, silt, clay , and peat;
calcareous ; locally fossiliferous.

Bear lake Group

~

-~

Description

to.
<lJ ::J

~ ~~

Tygee Sandstone

100

Gray and buff sandstone .

Draney Limestone

175

Weathers gray or t.vhite .

Bechler
Conglomerate

1725

Conglomerate and sandstone; gray and red.
1-'

w

1-'

Table 2 . Continued
Age

~

~

Unit

" ~§<
~ ~~

Peterson
Lllrestone
Ephraim
Conglomerate

Stump Sandstone

Thickness
(feet )
200
1025
600

Des=iption
Massive limestone; weathers white or gmy.
Conglomerate and InLnor sandstone and limestone; reddish ;
and purplish .
Sandstone and sandy limestone ; gmy; thin bedded .

H

~

Preuss Formation

1300

Sandstone and silty sandstone; reddish gmy to red;
parB].lel bedded .

~

'IWin Creek
Formation

3000

Limestone , sandy limestone, and s iltstone ; white, pink,
red, and gmy; fossiliferous ; basal secti on corrm:ml y
massi ve sandy limestone.

Nugget Sandstone

1500

Sandstone and minor shale and limestone; red to pink;
crossbedded; unfossiliferous .

:::>
0
· rl

rn

0
•rl

20

I

'0

~

....1

<fJ

~

~
§'

Wood Formation

150

Sandstone and shale; red; locally gypsiferous.

Deadman Formation

200

Limestone; red, white , and green; cherty and locally
interbedded with limY shale ; unfossiliferous.

Higham Formation

200

Conglomeratic sandstone; white to pink; unfossiliferous;
contains quartzite pebbles .

p..

0
•rl

rn

~
·rl

~

rn
<li§< Timothy

~ $~

Formation

Portneuf Fm.

Group
Total
Equals
2000

Sandstone; gray, pink, and red; thin bedded; sugary
texture; unfossiLi..ferous .
Siliceous limestone · olive drab· rrassive .

Table 2 . Continued
Age

Unit

g]p, Fort full

u

·.-i

0

N

u

·.-i

Ul
Ul

<tl
@ ·.-i
~ ~

I'<

~

~~

Formation
Ross Formation

Woodside Formation
Phosphoria
Fornation

~
p,
§
u

<lJ
p,

Thickness
(feet)
Group
Total
Equals
2000

Sandstone and shale; yellowish and gray.

1000

Siltstone and sancty siltstone; red and green; minor
l:imestone.

300

2 §
Ul
Ul

•.-i

Ul
Ul

Limestone, calcareous sandstone, sandstone, siltstone,
and shale; thick bedded.

Brazer Fornation

4000

Massive lirrestone; light to dark gray ; minor shale and
siltstone; locally abundant chert nodules; fossiliferous.

Madison Limestone

600

leatham Formati on

76

:E
~

"2
g

~

I'<

i

l..:im=stone, dolomitic l:imestone, !In.ldstone, phosphatic
shale, and sandstone; upper shale member, middle Rex
Chert Member, and lower phosphatic shale member .

6000

rl

&

Limestone and shale; yellowish and gray; basal Meekoceras
zone.

Wells Fornation

·.-i

2 ·8:.-i
•.-i

Des=iption

Threeforks Formation

200

l..:im=stone and silty limestone ; dark to bluish gray;
rredit.Un to thin bedded ; locally abundant chert; fossili ferous.
Limestone, shale, and sandy shale.
Limestone, limy sandstone , and siltstone; weathers to
reddish tint; thin bedded .
1-'

w
w

Table 2. Continued
Age

Unit

.2~ fu
g
8

s

0

•.-I

....<

•.-I
(/)

0

:::>

Jefferson Formation
Water Canyon
Formation

Thickness
(feet)
2000

Description
:COlomite, dolomitic limestone, limestone, sandstone, and
siltstone; dolomite is rrassive.

700

:COlomite, siltstone, and minor sandstone; dolomite is
medium bedded and white, siltstone and sandstone are
buff, brown, and reddish brown; foss i life=us .

uoo

:COlomite and dolomitic limestone; light to dark gray;
local shaly middle member; sugary texture; massive.

""

Laketown :COlomite

:::>

Fish Haven :COlomite

500

:COlomite; gray to black; minor shaly beds.

::.::

Swan Peak Formation

600

Quartzite; light brown to white; basal shale.

...:1

Garden City
Formation

1800

Limestone; cherty and dolomitic in upper one- third,
intraformational conglomerates in lower two-thirds .

St. Charles
Formation

llOO

Upper dolomitic member; gray to bluish gray . Middle
limestone member contains abundant trilobites. Basal
Worm Creek Member; quartzite, dolomite, and shale;
tan to gray.

Nounan Formation

1000

Upper limestone member; dark gray; fossiliferous.

::;:

N

@

&

~

· .-I

0

•.-I

>

~

f.<

~

:::>

~

j

Lower dolomite rrernber; light gray.
Q)

~
:>=!

Bloomington
Formation
Blacksmith Formation

1500

750

Limestone; gray to bluish gray; locally sandy or
shaly; fossilife=us; basal Hodges Shale and a middle
shale member.
Limestone; coli tic; rarely conglomeratic.

Tabl e 2 . Cont inued
Unit

Age
<l!

2

0
<l!

&
&:

Ute Forarntion

750

Langston Format i on

400

~

()

· rl

Thickness
(feet)

~

j

":E

Description
Lim=stone; rredium gray; olive gray shale and tan siltstone partings; locally oolitic and conglomeratic; r are
tril obites.
Limestone , shale, and dolomite ; Upper Spence Shale
ITElTlber i s fossiliferous.

s:..

~

Brigham Formati on

6000

Quartzite; light brown, pink, and gray ; locally
conglc:meratic; sparsely fossiliferous .

Mutual Formation

3000

Quartzite and interbedded argillite; purple and grayish
red.

I-'

w

"'

Table 3 .

Radiocarbon dates for the unconsolidated sediments of Bear Lake Valley (Williams, Willard,
a
and Parker , 1961 , 1962).
Altitude, Sample L=ality , and Description

Date
(years B. P. )

Sample
Material

7, 700 ± 100

Mollusks

5 ,9 30 ± 5 feet; drainage ditch one mile south of G3rclen
City , approx:irrately one foot below the surface, fossiliferous layer; Lifton level .

7,880 ± 220

Mollusks

5,930 ± 10 feet ; ~, Sec . 16 , T. 14 S ., R. 5 E , from
a windrow above the level of Bear Lake; Lifton level .

8 , 270 ± 400

Mollusks

5 , 950 ± 10 feet ; drainage ditch near U. S. Highway 89 , south
of St. Charles , approximately four feet below the surface,
Sec . 35, T. 15 S., R. 43 E. , sparsely scattered shells
in gravel, sand , and clay; Willis Ranch level.

Shells

5,832 ± 5 feet; test hole "A" of Williams , Hillard , and
Parker (1961, 1962) , between 92 and 95 feet below ground
surface , south of the highway and east of the inlet to
Bear Lake, Sec. 17, T. 15 ., R. 44 E. ; core sample .

27 , 400

:t 2,500

~diocarbon analyses by Isotopes, Inc., Westwood, New Jersey .

f.-'

w

m

Table 4. Clay mineralogy and carbonate content of selected clayey samples.
Sample
NtJlllber

Weight Percent
Carbonate

Undifferentiated
Sediments

35a

78.18

Montmorillonite, kaolinite, illite , and chlorite.

Undifferentiated
Sediments

36b

81.13

Illite, kaolinite, rrontmorilloni te , and chlorite (?) .

Lanark

l4a

3. 13

Lanark

l4b

81.73

Illite, kaolinite, rrontmorillonite(?), and
chlorite(?).

l.a.nark

l4d

27 . 19

Montmorillonite, illite, kaolinite, and chlorite(?).

l.a.nark

2la

60.17

Illite, rrontmorillonite(?), and chlorite ( ?) .

l.a.nark

2ld

37.76

Illite, kaolinite, montmorillonite(?), and
chlorite(?).

Lanark

34a

44 . 83

Illite , rrontmorillonite (?) , chlorite (?) , and
kaolinite.

l.a.nark

5la

34.72

Illite, rrontmorillonite (?) , kaolinite ( ? ) , and
chlorite(?).

5lb

Undetermined

Illite, rrontmorillonite(?), and kaolinite(?) .

Fornation

Clay Mineralsa

Illite, kaolinite, rrontmorillonite, and chlorite.

a Clay minerals listed in order of decreasing abundance.
identification is uncertain.

(?) indicates the arrounts present are srrall, and

Table 5 . Episodes of Bear lake, and related events.

Bear lake and
Southern Bear
lake Valley

Northern Bear lake Valley, south of
Pescadero

open deep lAKE

c ·-~

.:: .g
0 0

r
i1
~ -~

? faulting ?
along Bear lakefault zone

open deep lAKE

~
Q)

~

j~

r---

exposed lake sediments

~~

-~

p

bO

8,000 B.P .
.
f aultmg along the
Dingle and Blooming-

"='"

g.

~

u

(nux. 5930

feet)

at least"'""&i""
5935 feet'"
{;'"""'

·s.

j~

shallow open lAKE
max. 5945 feet)

~ - - -rclirratic change

lAKES in east
and south , inset
DELTAS at North
& South Eden
creeks

......

~~
.::Jl

Inferred
Clirratic
Changes

Clirratic
Ccnditions
interglacial or
interstadial

present valley
exit near 5873
feet

2.....-J
dryer and
warrrer

r

]~

r.r

=......J

transitional
epi sode
(Allerod and
Bolling ?)

gradual downcutting of Thaynes

~~

~ r: fr

glacial
(Pinedale ?)

t§ ~

....lUl

·_E

.:::...

~

Northern Bear lake
Valley, north of
Pescadero

lAKES along east side
at least as far north
-o13 as Dingle Cerretery to
·rl rn 5985 feet, BAY & MARSH
6"S.
elsewhere
~
Q)

27,400 B.P .

~

Thaynes threshold at 5945 feet west
~ of Georgetown

~j

'0»
·rl Q)

6§
L.......!LJ

Bear River downcutting pediments ,
Thaynes controls
base level downStrea.'ll

wetter and

transitionepisode

1-'

w

co

Table 5. Continued

rrajor faulting
along the Bear
Lake fault zone ,
eastward tilting

Northern Bear Lake
Valley, north of
Pescadero

Northern Bear Lake Valley , south of
Pescadero

Bear Lake and
Southern Bear
Lake Valley

t
2j'
ijj

::>
a<
<1!

(/)

+'
MARSH
rl
old alluvial fans uJ
'--'
at North and
South Eden and
Indian creeks

l

C'- ·

<1!
'0
'00
·rl UJ
> · rl

ocr

faulting/ eastward tilting - - valley outlet
fault ing along Bear Lake
near 5990 feet
fault zone and possibly
west of Bloomington Scarp
ALLUVIAL FANS
deposited on
pediments at
· 6160 feet

J
'0!>,
· rl <1!

BAY & MARSH

C'-·

:>:>,

0

...."'

L-....!:!... PEDIMENTS/
ALUJVIUM
3- 6 foot soil in
alluvium and
younger loess,
no outflow of
Bear River

Inferred
Clinatic
Changes

Clinatic
Conditions

arid or
semiarid

Bull Lake Pinedale
interstadial
35,000 to
29 ,0 00 years
B. P.

Table 6 . Radiometric dates from Bonneville Basin , Thatcher !asin, and M3.rsh Creek Valley . a
Age
(years B.P.)

Sample
Number

Sample
Material

Description

Reference

BONNEVILLE BA.SIN

:t 600

Prevo terrace, altitude approximately 4860 feet .

Broecker and Orr, 1958

!asal Lake Bonneville sediments,
Bear River delta.

Bright, 1963

l'bllusks

Prevo level, altitude 4935 ± 5
feet .

Rubin and Berthold, 1961

L-7751

l'bllusks

c14

date of Bonneville Fm. sediments, alt itude 4790 feet .

Broecker and l<dufuan, 1965

, 16, 700

L-77 51

l'bllusks

Th230 date of Bonneville Fm. sediments, altitude 4790 feet .

Broecker and Kaufman, 1965

15,400 :t 300

L-775J

l'bllusks

c14 date of Bonneville Fm. sediments, altitude 4795 feet.

Broecker and Kaufman, 1965

, 18,000

L-775J

Mollusks

Th23 0 date of Bonneville Fm. sediments, altitude 4795 feet .

Broecker and Kaufman. 1965

15, 530 :t 280

L-363E

Tufa

Below Prevo level, altitude
approximately 4460 feet.

Broecker and Orr, 1958

16 ,000 :!: 350

L-363G

Tufa

Bonneville level, altitude
approximately 5200 feet.

Broecker and Orr, 1958

L-363D

Tufa

W- 1338

--

W-899

15 ,300 :!: 400

ll,OOO

'1.12 ,090
13,900

± 400

Table 6. Continued
Sample
Number

Sample
Material

l.r 775N

Tree Stump

L-363H

Tufa

o,37,000

lr775G

Mollusks

o,40 , 000

lr 775G

Mollusks

Age
(years B. P. )
'U

20 ,700

23 ,150 :!: 1,000

Description

Reference

White Marl, Bonneville Fm.,
altitude 4650 feet .

Broecker and Kaufrran, 1965

Thin tufa cover on boulder
near Bonneville level, altitude approximately 5200 feet .
c14 date of Alpine Formation,
altitude approximately 4770
feet .

Broecker and Orr, 1958

Th 23 0 date of Alpine Formation,
altitude approximately 4770
feet .

Broecker and Kaufrran, 1965

Broecker and Kaufman, 1965

THATCHER BASlli AND MARSH CREEK VALLEY
18 , 900 ± 500

W- 982

Mollusks

Bonneville Fm. near Bear River
outlet, altitude 4850 feet ± 5
feet .

Bright, 1963

25 ,200 ± 2, 000

W-1332

Organic
soil

Soil below lava flow, lower
Marsh Creek Valley.

Malde, 1968

+
27 , 000 - 900

W-1125

Mollusks

P~n

Canyon Formation, altitude
5425 ± 5 feet.

Bright, 1963

27 ,500 ± 1,000

W- 885

Mollusks

Main Canyon Formation, altitude
5170 feet .

Rubin and Alexander, 1960

Table 6. O:mtinued
Age
(years B.P.)

Number

Sample

Sample
Material

29 ,700 :!: 1,000

W- 731

Shells

Sand overlying the American Falls
lake beds , Bonneville Flood.

Rubin and Alexander, 1960

30 ,000 ± 2,000

W-1329

Organic
soil

Soil below lava flow, lower
Marsh Creek Valley.

Malde, 1968

32 , 500 ± 1,500

W- 1221

Mollusks

Lake deposits behind lava dam,
lower unit , Marsh Creek Valley.

Malde, 1968

32 ,500 ± 1,000

W-704

Fossiliferous
IIEI'l

Alluvial terrace, Red Rock Pass ,
altitude 5290 ± 5 feet .

Rubin and Alexander, 1960

33,000 :!: 1,600

W-1221

Organic
soil

Soil below lava flow, lower
Marsh Creek Valley .

Bright, 1963

33,700 ± 1,000

W-898

Mollusks

Oldest exposed Main Canyon Fm. ,
altitude 4935 ± 5 feet.

Rubin and Berthold , 1961

Description

Reference

34,000

± 1,600

W-1128

fullusks

Main ~yon Fornation, altitude
5270 - 5 feet.

Bright, 1963

35 , 000

± 3,000

W-1177

Organic
soil

Soil below lava fla.~,
Marsh Creek Valley .

Malde, 1968

W- ll26

Shells

Main Canyon Formation, altitude
5340 ± 5 feet.

'v

38,000

a

Radiometric dates by U.S. Geological Survey.

la.~er

Bright, 1963
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APPENDIX C

Type and Reference Sections

144

Explanation For ApPendix C
The fonrational unit, location of the section, and type of boring
used are noted at the beginning of each description.

Colors are given

for wet sediments, unless otherwise noted, and are the colors observed
in the field at the time of collection.

The presence of

and shell fregments are differentiated by the use of
1

shell fragments

1

,

respectively.

plant remains and to charcoal.
noted.

1

~1ole

shells

1

shells
and

Organic matter refers to vascular
Both are present unless otherwise

Clayey sediments are described as stiff, firm, soft, and probe

(very soft), whereas

sa~dy

and silty sediments are described as hard,

moderate, and loose; each in decreasing order of resistance to drilling .
Only unusual resistances are noted in the descriptions presented in
Appendix C, e.g . , soft in the case of clay, or hard for sand, etc.
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I.

Ovid Formation
Type Section: Well number 42; Bear Lake North 7~-minute quadrangle;
~, NE\, Sec . 16, T. 15 S., R. 44 E.; 0. 1 mile west of Lifton

Pumping Station, 150 feet north of highway; altitude approximately
5925 feet; jet- rig boring (Robertson and Rukavina) .
Thickness
(feet)

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

Undifferentiated Sediments
Datum - ground surface
Clay, slightly sandy, silty; dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/2); shells ; organic
matter; grades to . . . . . . . . . . .
1.0
Clay, silty; pale to dark yellowish brown
(lOYR 6/2 to lOYR 4/2); shell fragments;
organic matter . . . . . . . . . . .
2.0
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt; light
olive gray (5Y 6/l); abundant shells;
organic matter . . . . . . . . . . .
1.0
Clay, silty, peaty; olive black (5Y 2/l);
abundant snail shells and organic
matter; soft; sample 42a . . . . . . .
3.0
Clay , silty; olive gray (5Y 4/l); shells;
organic matter; soft; sample 42b
1.0
Peat; ohve black ( 5Y 2/l); abundant snail
shells and organic matter . . . . . . •
0. 2
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt; olive
gray ( 5Y 4/l) ; ablmdant shells and organic
matter
. . . . . . . . . . . .
0.3
Clay , silty; olive gray (5Y 4/l); shells;
organic matter . . . . . . . . .
3.0

1.0

3.0
4.0
7.0
8.0
8. 2
8.5
ll.5

Total thickness of Undifferentiated Sediments = 11 . 5 feet
Liberty Formation
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt; dark
yellowish brown (lOYR 4/2); shell fragments; organic matter; opaque minerals;
sample 42c
. • . . . . . . . . . •
7. 5
Clay , silty; olive gray (5Y 4/l); organic
matter; soft . . . . . . . • . • . . .
1.0
Sand , very fine to fine, and silt ; olive
gray to brownish gray ( 5Y 4/l to 5YR 4/l)
shell fragments; organic matter ; opaque
minerals • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 . 0
Total thickness of Liberty Formation = 28 .5 feet

19 . 0
20.0

40.0
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Ovid Formation (Continued)
Thickness
(feet)

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

Ovid Formation
Clay, silty ; pale yellowish brown
(lOYR 6/2)
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt; olive
gray to brownish gray ( SY 4/l to SYR
4/l); shell fragments; organic matter ;
opaque minerals
Clay, silty; medium gray (NS); shell frag ments, organic matter
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt; olive
gray to brownish gray (SY 4/1 to SYR 4/l);
shell fragments ; organic matter; opaque
minerals
Clay, silty; pale yellowish brown (lOYR
6/2); shell fragments; organic matter
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt; olive
gray to brownish gray ( 5Y 4/1 to 5YR 4/l);
shell fragments; organic matter; opaque
minerals
Clay, silty; pale yellowish brown (lOYR
6/2); shell fragments; organic matter
Sand , very fine to fine, and silt; olive
gray to brownish gray (SY 4/1 to 5YR
4/l); shell fragments; organic matter;
opaque minerals
Clay, silty ; pale yellowish brown ( lOYR
6/2); shell fragments; organic matter.
Sand , very fine to fine, and s i lt ; brownish gray (SYR 4/1 ); shell fragments;
organic matter ; opaque minerals
Clay, silty; pale yellowish brown (lOYR
6/2) ; shell fragments; organic matter .
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt; olive
gray ( 5Y 4/l); very hard
Clay , silty; olive gray (SY 4/1).
Sand , very fine to fine, and silt; olive
gray ( SY 4/ll

0.5

40.5

0. 5

41.0

6.5

47.5

2.0

49 . 5

3.0

52.5

2. 0

54.5

2.0

56 . 5

9.0

65.5

3.5

69.0

8.0

77 . 0

10 . 0

87.0

4.5
19.5

91.5
lll . O

1.0

ll2.0

Penetrated thickness of Ovid ForHation = 72. 0 feet
Bottom of boring
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II.

Ovid Formation
Reference Section : Well number 31; Montpelier 'P-1!-minute quadrangle;
NE%, S~, Sec. 14, T. 13 S., R. 43 E. ; 1 . 6 miles east of Ovid;
altitude approximately 5922 feet; jet-rig boring (Robertson
and Rukavina).
Thickness
(feet)

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

1. 0

1.0

1.5

2.5

2. 0

4. 5

2.5

7. 0

Undifferentiated Sediments

Datum - ground surface
Clay, silty ; dark gray (N3); organic soil
from recent marsh . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay, silty; yellowish gray (5Y 8/1) at
1 . 0 to 1 . 5 feet , strongly leached,
becomes pale yellowish brown (lOYR 6/2)
at 1.5 to 2.5 feet; shells . . . . .
Sand, very fine to fine; dark yellowish
brown (lOYR 4/2); shell fragments;
organic matter; opaque minerals
Clay , silty; pale yellowish ~own (lOYR
6/2); shells; organic matter; soft.

Total thickness of Undifferentiated Sediments = 7. 0 feet
Liberty Formation
Sand , very fine to medium; dark yellowish
brown (lOYR 4/2); shells ; organic matter,
including wood ; opaque minerals , sample
3la
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

26 . 0

33. 0

Total thickness of LibertY Formation = 26.0 feet
Ovid Formation
Clay , silty; light oli ve gray (5Y 6/1);
soft
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Sand, very f ine to fine ; brownish gray
(5YR 4/1) ; shell fragments ; organic
matter; opaque minerals
Clay, silty ; brownish gray ( 5YR 4/ 1);
soft . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Sand , very fine to medium; dark yellowish
~wn (lOYR 4/2); s hell fragments; organic
matter; opaque minerals; hard; sample 3lb .
Clay, silty; pale brown ( 5YR 5/2 ); soft . .
Sand , very fine to fine; ~wnish gray ( 5YR
4/1); shell fragments; organic matter;
opaque minerals . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5. 0

38 . 0

0. 5

38 . 5

1. 5

40.0

8. 0
5.0

48 . 0
53 . 0

ll. 5

64. 5
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Ovid Formation (Continued)
Thickness
(feet)
Clay, silty ; brownish gray (5YR 4/l) ; shell
fragments ; organic matter; stiff from
64. 5 to 66. 5 feet . . . . . . . . . .
Sand, very fine to fine ; dark yellowish
brcwn (lOYR 4/2); shell fragments;
organic rratter; opaque minerals; hard
to very hard; sample 3lc . . . . •
Clay , silty; medium gnay (N5) ; soft
Penetrated thickness of Ovid Formation
Bottom of boring

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

9. 5

74.0

23 . 0
3. 0

98 . 0
101.0

= 68.0

feet
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III .

Ovid Forrration
Reference Section: Well nunber 28; M:mtpelier 7~-minute quadrangle; NW\, S~ , Sec . 17 , T. 13 S. , R. 44 E.; 1 . 3 miles west of
Bear Lake Outlet Canal; altitude approximately 5921 feet; jetrig boring (Robo-.rtson and Rukavina) .
Thickness
(feet)

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

1.0

1.0

5.0

6.0

8.0

14.0

Undifferentiated Sediments
Datum - ground surface
Silt , sandy , clayey; dusky yellowish brown
(lOYR 2/2); organic soil with roots and
plant remains; shells; becomes dark
yellowish brown (lOYR 4/2) at 0.5 foot;
grades to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay, silty; dark yellowish brown (lOYR
4/2); shells; soft; marsh or floodplain
deposit; sample 28a . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay, peaty, silty; olive black (5Y 2/l);
abundant plant remains and shells; soft,
becomes firm at 11 . 0 feet; marsh or
bay deposit; sample 28b . . . . . . . . .

Total thickness of Undifferentiated Sediments = 14.0 feet
Liberty Formation
Sand , very fine to medium; dark yellowish
brown ClOYR 4/2 ); shell fraE!IJlents; organic matter ; opaque minerals; sample 28c
. 30 .5

44 . 5

Total thickness of Liberty Formation = 30.5 feet
Ovid Formation
Clay , silty ; brownis.h gray (5YR 4/l) and
dark gray (N3); soft . . . . .
Sand, very fine to fine , and silt ; brownish
gray (5YR 4/l ); shell fraE!IJlents . . . .
Clay , silty ; brownish gray (5YR 4/l); soft
Sand and silty clay , interbedded; sand is
0.5 to 1 . 0 foot thick , clay is 0. 5 to
1.0 foot thick . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sand, fine to medium; brownish gray ( 5YR 4/l);
shell fragments; organic matter; opaque
minerals; hard
Clay, silty ; soft . . . . . . . . . . . .

8. 5

53.0

1.0
4. 0

54 . 0
58 . 0

4.0

62 . 0

8. 0
2. 5

70 . 0
72 . 5
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Ovid Formtion (Continued)
Thickness
(feet)
Sand and silty clay , inter-bedded; sa.od is
0. 3 to 0. 5 foot thick, hard ; clay is
0.5 to 1 . 0 foot thick, soft . . . . .
Sand , hard · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Gravel, coarse and well compacted, bit
becomes caught between large clasts ·

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

3. 0
8.5

75.5
84 . 0

1.0

85 . 0

Penetrated thickness of Ovid Formation = 40 . 5 feet
Bottan of boring
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IV .

Lanark Formation
Type Section:

Well number 50; Ovid

7~-minute

quadrangle; NE!t;,

NE!t;, Sec. 22 , T. 13 S ., R. 43 E.; 1 . 1 miles east of Lanark on
dirt road leading from Lanark to U. S . Highway 89 ; 15 feet
north of the dirt road ; altitude approx:iJTately 5936 feet;
rig boring (Robertson and Rukavina) .
Thickness
( feet)

jet-

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

Undifferentiated Sediments
Datum - ground surface
Clay, silty, slightly sandy; dusky yellowish
brown ; (lOYR 2/2 ); organic rratter . .
Clay, silty; pale yellowish brown (lOYR
6/2);organicmatter . . . . . . . . . . .

l. 0

1.0

3. 0

4.0

Total thickness of Undifferentiated Sediments = 4 . 0 feet
Lanark Formation
Upper sandy unit
Gravel , sandy ; varied lithologies including
shale, quartzite, carbonates , and siltstone; loose; fine; pebbles rounded;
stream gravel deposit; sample SOa . . . .
2.5
Sand and gravel , interbedded; moderate to
dark yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4 to 10 YR
4/2); sand is fine to coarse , 0 . 5 to 1 . 0
foot thick; gravel is 0. 3 to 0 . 5 foot
thick, sandy; sample SOb . . . . . .
5. 5
Sand, fine to coarse; medium gray (N5);
opaque minerals; stream deposit . . .
1.0
Clay , silty ; olive gray ( SY 4/l) ; organic
rratter; minor lenses of very fine to
fine sand and silt . . . . . . . . . .
1.0
Sand, fine to coarse ; dark yellowish brown
(lOYR 4/2 ) ; s hell fragments; organic rratter;
opaque minerals; sample SOd . . . . . . . . 19.0

6.5

12 . 0
13.0
14 . 0
33 . 0

Lower c l ayey unit
Clay, s ilty ; light olive gray (5Y 6/l);
organic matter ; soft • . . . . . . . . . . . 20 .0
Sand, very fine to medium; browning gray
( 5YR 4/l); shell fragments; organic
rratter; opaque minerals . . . . . . .
8. 5
Clay, silty; olive gray to brownish gray
(SY 4/1 to 5YR 4/1) . . . . . . . . .
4.5

53 . 0
61. 5
66 . 0
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Lanark Formation (Continued)
Thickness
(feet)
Sand , very fine to fine; hard . . . . . .
Clay , silty ; olive gray to brownish gray
( SY 4/l to SYR 4/l); soft . . . . . . .
Sand , very fine to fine; hard . . . . . •
Clay , silty ; olive gray to brownish gray
(SY 4/1 to SYR 4/l); soft . .
Sand ; hard • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

CUlllulat i ve
Thickness
(feet)

0. 5

66 . 5

3.5
0. 5

70.0
70 . 5

4.5
2. 0

75 . 0
77 . 0

Penetrated thickness of Lanark Formation = 73.0 feet
Bottom of boring
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V.

Lanark Formation
Reference Section : Paris 7~-minute quadrangle; SW!.;, NE!t; , Sec . 2 ,
T. 14 s.,R . 43E.; borrow pit along old railroad grade 0 . 8
mile northeast of Paris; crest altitude approximately 5964 feet;
surface exposure .
Thickness
( feet)

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet )

3. 8

3. 8

7.2

ll.O

Wardboro Loess
_Datum - ground surface
Silt , slightly sandy and clayey ; pale yellowish brown ( lOYR 6/2); strongly leached
with platy structure; very hard; wavy
contact, sharp . . . . . . . . . · · · ·
Silt , slightly sandy and clayey; very pale
orange (lOYR 8/2); leached with platy
structure . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · ·

Total thickness of Wardborc Loess= 11.0 feet
Lanark Formation
Upper' sandy unit
Sand, very fine to fine , and silt; dark
yellowish brown (lOYR 4/2); strongly
corroded limestone pebbles up to 1 . 0
inch in diameter , iron- oxide staining,
platy structure ; opaque minerals . .
Silt, clayey ; pale yellowish bro~~ (lOYR
6/2); leached , platy structure . . . .
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt layers
interbedded; opaque minerals ; ironoxide staining ; individual layers less
than 0. 25 inch thick . . . . . . .
Sand, very fine; pale yellowish brown
(lOYR 6/2); thin lamellae . . . . . . .
Silt, clayey ; leached , play structure
Sand, f ine to medium ; dark yellowish brown
(lOYR 4/2 ); upper' 0 . 3 contains crossbedding and oscillation ripple marks,
lower 0. 2 foot is horizontally bedded;
opaque minerals . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sand , fine to medium, with 0. 5 inch pebbles ;
dark yellowish orange to moderate yellowish
brown (lOYR 6/6 to lOYR 5/ 4); horizontal
lamellae ; opaque minerals . . . . . . . . .
Sand , very fine to fine; pale yellowish brown
( lOYR 6/2); crossbedded and oscillation
ripple marks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0. 2

ll . 2

0.3

11 . 5

0. 9

12.4

0. 5
0. 2

12 . 9
12 .1

0.5

13 . 6

0. 3

13 . 9

0.4

14 . 3
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Lanark Formation (Continued)
Thickness
(feet )
Sand , very fine to fine, and silt ; d3rk
yellowish brown (lOYR 4/2); opaque
minerals ; channel troughs with
amplitude of 0.2 foot . . . . . . . .
San:! , very fine to fine; dark yellowish
brown (lOYR 4/2); opaque minerals;
shell fragments ; crossbedding , oscillation rippl e marks, thin lamellae of
coarse sand approxinately 2rrrn thick . .

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

0.3

14 . 6

2. 8

17 . 4

Exposed thickness of Lanark Forrration = 6. 4 feet
oottom of outcrop , covered
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VI .

I.Bnark Forrna:tion
Reference Section : Well nwnber 33 ; Paris 7'..,- minute quadrangle ;
NW\, Sec . 2 , T. 14 S., R. 43 # . ; 0 . 5 mile northwest of
Paris ; altitude approximately 5955 feet ; jet- rig boring
(Robertson and Rukavina) .

~~'

Thickness
(feet)

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

1. 5

1.5

Undifferentiated Sediments
Datum - ground surface

Clay, silty; dark yellowish brown ( lOYR
4/2) ; shell fra§ments; organic matter;
grades to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total thickness of Undifferentiated Sediments = l. 5 feet
Wardboro Loess
Silt , clayey; pale yellowish brown ( lOYR
6/2 ; shell fragments ; sample 33z . . . . . · 11.0
Total thickness of Wardboro Loess

= 11.0

12.5
feet

I.Bnark Formation
Upper sandy unit
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt ; moderate yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4 );
shell fragments ; organic matter; opaque
minerals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gravel , fine, and sand , coarse ; grades t o
Sand , coarse ; moderate yellowish brown
(lOYR 5/4); shell fragments ; organic
matter; opaque minerals; stream deposit;
sample 33b . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay, silty ; pale yellowish brown OOYR
6/2 ); soft . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gravel ; no clasts flushed to the surface
Sand and gravel , interbedded; sand is fine
t o coarse , m::xierate yellowish brown
(lOYR 5/4 ); gravel layers are 0.2 to 0.5
foot thick; sample 33c
. . . . . .

5.5
0.5

18 . 0
18.5

2.0

20 . 5

7.5
1.0

28 . 0
29.0

4. 0

33.0

9. 0

42 . 0

Lower clayey unit
Clay, silty ; pale yellowish brown (lOYR
6/2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Lanark Formation (Continued)
'Ill.ic.lcness

(feet)

Cu-:tU:e.~ive

'Ill.iclcess

(feet)
Sand , very fine to fine; ~ark yelloNisr.
brown ( 1 OYR 4I 2) ; shell fragments ; organ~c
matter; opaque minerals; hard . . . .
Clay, silty ; pale yellowish browr. (lOYR
6/2)

. . .. .

0

••

••

0

•

•

•

•

•

Sand, very fine to fine ; dark yellowish
brown (lOYR 4/2); shell fragments;
organic matter; opaque :ninerals . . .
Clay , silty ; pale yellowish :rown (lOYR
6/2)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3. 5

~ 5. 5

].. . 5

47.::

1.0

u8. J

2€ . 0

74.0

Penetrated thickness of lanark Formation = 61.5 feet
Bottom of boring
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VII .

Liberty Formation
Type Section: Well number 40; Bear Lake North 7'->-minute quadrangle;
~~, NW\, Sec. 17, T. 15 S., R. 44 E.; 1.4 miles west of Lifton
Pumping Station, 20 feet south of the highway; altitude approximately 5924 feet; jet-rig boring (Robertson and Rukavina).

Thickness
(feet)

Cumulative
T'nickness
(feet)

3.0

3.0

1.5

4.5

2.5

7.0

Undifferentiated Sediments
Datum - grcund surface
Clay , silty, peaty; olive black (5Y 2/l);
abundant organic matter; shells; sample
40a . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · ·
Clay, silty; light olive gray (5Y 5/1 );
shell fragments; organic matter . . . .
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt; light
olive gray (5Y 6/1); shell fragments;
opaque minerals . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total thickness of Undifferentiated Sediments = 7 . 0 feet
Liberty Formation
Sand , very fine to fine; dark yellowish
brown to brcwnish f!l'ay (lOYR 4/2 to
5YR 4/1); shell fragmznts; organic
matter; opaque minerals; sample 4Gb .
. . 15. 5
Sand, very fine to fine, and silt; olive
f!l'ay (5Y 4/1); shells; organic matter;
opaque minerals . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.0
Sand , very fine to fine ; dark yell01-1ish
brown ClOYR 4/2); shell fragments;
organic matter; opaque minerals , sample
40c . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15. 0

22. 5
23.5

38 . 5

Total thickness of Liberty Formation = 31.5 feet
Ovid Formation
Clay , silty; pale yellowish bro'-m ( 1 OYR
6/2); . .
. ... ... .
Sand, very fine to fine; brownish gray
( 5YR 4/1 ) . . . . . . . . · · . . . .
Clay , silty , medium dark gray (N4); soft
Sand, very fine, and silt; olive gray (5Y
4/1); shell fragments; organic matter;
opaque minerals . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay, silty; pale yellowish brown ClOYR
6/2); shell fragments; organic matter .

1.0

39 . 5

0.5
2.5

40.0
42.5

3. 0

45 . 5

1. 0

46.5
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Liberty Forrration (Continued)
Thickness
(feet)

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

Sand , very fine, and silt; olive gray
( SY 4/l); shell fragments; organic matter;
0 2 05
opaque minerals o o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Clay , silty ; pale yell(ftJish brown ( lOYR
6/2) ; shell frag)llents; organic matter;
1.5
soft o o 0 o o o o o o o o o o 0 0 0 0
Sand , very fine, and silt ; shell fragments;
6o0
organic matter ; opaque minerals 0 0 0
Clay, silty; light olive gray ( SY 6/l);
4 o5
soft o o o o o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sand , very fine, and silt; olive gray
( 5Y 4/l); shell fragments; organic
6 o5
matter; opaque minerals o o
Clay, silty; light olive gray (5Y 6/ 1);
soft
6 o0
Sand; hard o 0 o o o o o 0 o 0
Oo5
o

o

Penetrated thickness of Ovid Formation= 35o5 feet
Bottom of boring

4900
50o5
56o5
61.0
67 o5
73 05
74o0
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VIII.

Liberty Formation
Reference Section : Well nl.ll11ber 38; Bear Lake North 7~-minute
quadrangle ; NE% , ~.Sec . 13 , T. 15 S., R. 43 E. ; 1.5 miles
east of U.S. Highway 89, 25 feet north of the highway leading
to the Lifton Pumping Station ; altitude approximately 5930
feet; jet- rig boring (Robertson and Rukavina).
Thickness
(feet)

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

Undifferentiated Sediments
Datum - ground surface
Clay, slightly sandy, silty; brownish
black ( 5Y.R 2/l); shell fragments ;
organic matter . . . . . . . . . .
Clay, silty ; light olive gray (5Y 6/l);
shell fragments ; organic matter; pebbles;
sample 38a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l. 5

1.5

0.5

2.0

Total thickness of Undifferentiated Sediments = 2. 0 feet
Liberty forrra.tion
Grctvel, fine (less than 0 . 5 inch diameter) ,
sandy; olive gray (5Y 4/l); sample 38b;
grades to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l. 5
Sand, very fine to fine; olive gray (5Y 4/l);
shell fra!?}llents ; organic rra.tter; sample
38c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.0

3. 5
43 . 5

Total thickness of Liberty Formation = 41. 5 feet
Ovid formation
Clay, silty ; olive gray (5Y 4/ll; soft .
Sand, very fine to fine ; olive gray ( 5Y
4/l); shells; organic matter; opaque
minerals .
Clay, silty medium light gray (N6); soft
Sand, very fine to fine; olive gray (5Y
4/l); shells; organic matter ; opaque
minerals
Clay, silty ; soft
Sand; hard.
Clay, s ilty; soft
Gravel; coarse .

0.5

44 . 0

3. 0
2.0

47 . 0
49.0

6.5
1. 0
0. 5
7. 0
0.0

55.5
56 .5
57.0

Penetrated thickness of Ovid Formation = 20 . 5 feet
Bottom of boring

64.0
6lf, 0
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IX.

Raintow Gl:'avel
Type section : Well number 6; Dingle ?~-minute quadrangle;
NW\, S~, Sec. 10, T. 14 S., R. 44 E.; 50 feet south of Dingle

Road along the east bank of the Raintow Inlet Canal; altitude
approximately 5931 feet; jet-rig boring (Robertson and
Rukivina).
Thickness
(feet)

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

3.5

3. 5

Wardboro Loess
Datum - ground surface
Silt with minor sand and shell fragments;
dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/2) . • . .

Total thickness of Wardboro Loess = 3. 5 feet
Rainbo~'

Gr>avel

Gr>avel, sandy ; dark yellowish brown (lOYR
4/2) overall; sand contains opaque minerals;
clasts are rounded , 2-inch diameter ccrrmon,
include sandstone, quartzite, limestone,
siltstone, und chert ; well canpc1cted;
sample 6z . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . .
4.5
Penetrated thickness of Rainbow Gl:'avel = 4. 5 feet
Bottom of boring

8.0
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X.

Rainbow Grav el
Reference Section : Dingle ~-minute quadrangle ; S:Elt; , S:Elt; ,
Sec . 11, T . 14 S., R. 44 E.; water well drilled by Westlake
Drilling Compmy for the Union Pacific Railroad ; a ltitude
approxiwatel y 5955 feet; Idaho Department of vat er Resources
water-well records ( s tratigraphic designations ass igned by
Robertson) .
Thickness
( f eet)

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet )

Wardboro I.oess
Datum - ground surface
Silt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 0

6. 0

Total thickness of Wardboro I.oess = 6 . 0 feet
Rai11bow Gravel
Gravel and clay
Gravel· ·
Gravel . .
C::ravel and silt
Clay ; tan
Clay . ·
Gravel ·
Clay · ·
Gravel ·
Clay and gray Silt ·
Gravel and coarse sand ·

ll . O
6. 0

17 . 0

4. 0

27 . 0
31.0
36 . 0
43 . 0

,, . 0

s.o
7. 0
4. 0
4.0
7. 0
8.0
4. 0

Penetrated thickness of Rainbow Gravel = 64 . 0 feet
Bottom of well

23 . 0

47 . 0
51.0
58 . 0

66 . 0
70 . 0
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XI.

Wan:ll:oro Loess
Type Section : Dingle ?~-minute quadrangle ; ~ ' SE~ , Sec. 10 ,
T. 14 S., R. 44 E. ; 200 feet south of the Dingle Road along the
east bank of the Rainl:ow Inlet Canal; altitude approximately
5934 feet; surface exposure.
Thickness
(feet )

Cumulative
Thickness
(feet)

Wan:ll:oro Loess
IBtum - ground surface
Sllt with minor sand, clay and shell
fragments; unalt ered silt is pale yellowish brown to dark yellowish brown
(lOYR 6/2 to lOYR 4/2); upper 3.0 feet
leached, uppermost 1 . 0 foot contains
abundant organic matter that has formed
an organic soil; calcic horizon between
l. 0 and 3. 0 feet. . . • . . . . . . . . .

6.5

6. 5

Total thickness of Wardl:oro Loess - 6. 5 feet
Rainl:ow Gravel
Gravel and sand, interbedded; sand is
dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/2), contains opaque minerals ; gravel clasts
are rounded, diameters to 2- jnches,
clasts include sandstone , quartzite ,
limestone , siltstone , and chert . .
Gravel ; same as gravel fraction al:ove

1.5
3. 0

Exposed thickness of Rainl:ow Gravel = 4. 5 feet
Bottom of exposure , covered

8.0
11.0
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